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Agenda Item 2
NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL

MINUTES OF OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Monday, 4 February 2019
COUNCILLORS
PRESENT

Councillor Jamie Lane (Chair), Councillor Graham Walker (Deputy
Chair); Councillors Jane Birch, Alan Bottwood, Terrie Eales, Paul
Joyce, Dennis Meredith, Cathrine Russell and Brian Sargeant

Councillor Mike Hallam
Councillor Tim Hadland
Councillor Stephen Hibbert
Councillor Anna King
Councillor Brandon Eldred
Rick O Farrell, Head of Economy,
Assets and Culture
Neil Darwin, Economic
Development Consultant
Marion Goodman, Head of
Customers and Culture
Chris Carvell, Environmental
Services Contract Manager
Stuart McGregor, Section 151
Officer
Councillor Jonathan Nunn –
observing
Councillor Phil Larratt – observing
Councillor Danielle Stone observing
Councillor Sally Beardsworth
George Candler, Chief Executive
Tracy Tiff, Scrutiny Officer

Press
1.

James Averill, Democracy Reporter
APOLOGIES

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Aziz, Flavell, Smith, G Eales (T
Eales - substitute) and Graystone.
2.

MINUTES
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The Minutes of the meeting held on 12 November 2018 were signed by the Chair as a true
and accurate record.
3.

DEPUTATIONS/PUBLIC ADDRESSES

Councillor Beardsworth addressed the Committee on agenda items 5 and 7c.
4.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (INCLUDING WHIPPING)

Councillor Terrie Eales declared an interest as she works full time in recruitment in agenda
item 5.
5.

REPORT OF THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY REPORTING AND MONITORING
WORKING GROUP - GENERAL FUND MTFP 2019/2020 AND DRAFT BUDGET
PROPOSALS

Councillor Beardsworth addressed the Committee commenting that she had asked the
S151 Officer about the budget as there was little information available on the Internet. She
was concerned about the proposed Council Tax increases from the Police and NCC; she
conveyed concern about how some people would manage to pay this increase. She
commented on Government funding cuts to Local Authorities. She urged the Committee
to write to Central Government in this respect. Councillor Beardsworth added that she felt
that austerity measures were having an impact, and they often had to make a choice
between heating their home or food.
Councillor Beardsworth was thanked for her address.
The Chair advised that the O&S Working Group had met recently and considered the draft
budget in detail and had proposed four items from the draft budget for the Committee to
budget-scrutinise:
HRA Delivery Programme
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Wellbeing advised that there is a 10 year plan for
the HRA Delivery Programme through NPH; it is based on a minimum of 1,000 more
homes in that period. NPH had commented that they could provide more than this target.
NPH has submitted a bid to seek an increase in the cap, but the Government has now
removed this cap. The Council is working to the original 10 year plan.
The Committee heard that Capita, independent verificators, had undertaken verification of
the 10-30 plan. NPH is due to complete 75 new homes this year then 150 further homes
every year from 2020.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:



It was commented that the Committee was very pleased with this progress, it is step
in the right direction.
The Committee welcomed the new homes to be built.
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In response to a query regarding the types of houses to be built, it was reported that
NPH and NBC have devised the pipeline and the bid specifies where and what type
of housing, subject to planning.

Restructure of Housing Options and Advice Team
The Head of Housing and Welling advised that he had not yet consulted with staff on the
proposed restructure of Housing Options and Advice Team. The proposed growth is to
enable expansion of Team, providing extra management capacity. It was added that it
would expand homelessness prevention Team and create a single homeless pathway
team, an additional 10 posts are proposed to be created. The Head of Housing and
Wellbeing advised that every job description in the department had changed to ensure the
service can perform as efficiently and effectively as possible.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:


Concerns were conveyed that this a specialised area of knowledge and expertise.
It was realised that this is a big challenge. The Head of Housing and Wellbeing
advised that he has spent a lot of time re-writing job descriptions. Good quality job
descriptions raise performance by 25%. It is expected that the Authority can attract
people who want a job that can make a difference to these Posts

Central Museum Development
The Head of Economy, Assets and Culture and the Cabinet Member for Community
Engagement and Safety addressed the Committee. It was commented that a video of the
development had been produced and this would be brought to a future meeting. Computer
generated images would also be provided.
The Committee heard that the project had a budget of £6.7million, it was within budget and
the Museum would open in March 2020. It would be completed this year but would then it
would be internally refurbished.
The Chair advised that he had had sight of the plans, which were excellent.
Environmental Services Contract Review
The Cabinet Member for Environment, Head of Customer and Cultural Services, and the
Environmental Services Contract Manager addressed the Committee.
A short presentation was given to the Committee. It was commented that the contract is
positive but it was also recognised there are some challenges that would be addressed. It
was an innovative contract. There is a need to be clear on the goals for example recycling
has increased and fly-tipping reduced. In the second half of the year there has been a
10% drop in fly-tipping, recycling is also up 10%, and there will be a further increase
following the roll out of wheelie bins.
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The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:










It was queried whether the proposed reduction in bulky waste collection would have
an effect. It was noted that this would have a cost implication of £2,500 per quarter.
The Cabinet Member confirmed that it would have to be rolled out and the effect
monitored.
Previously a wait of 16 weeks for bulky waste had been usual and often waste had
been fly tipped. The Cabinet Member advised that responsible businesses do not
fly-tip. Officers are currently looking at the Council’s Website to ascertain how bulky
waste collection can be booked electronically.
In response to a comment that the main refuse site is closed two days a week and
this is perceived to increase fly tipping, the Cabinet Member advised that there is
always a collection available 7 days a week but it might be in different locations of
the borough; it would however be useful for there to be flexibility in the opening
hours.
The Committee supported the proposed reduction in bulky waste collection and
suggested there is a need for enforcement action for fly-tipping. The Cabinet
Member for Environment advised that there would be more enforcement action and
that CCTV would not necessarily solve it. He informed the Committee of another
Local Authority that had introduced a “mobile tip service” which had not been
successful therefore the Authority would not be introduced that but is very open to
suggestions.
Regarding the collection of bulky waste, it would be asked what the waste
comprised so that any health and safety implications could be dealt with.

Sacrificial Sacks
It is proposed that the trial would go from April 2019. There are 18,000 properties in the
borough that do not have recycling bins. 900 homes in Far Cotton have been chosen to
trial the sacks.
The Wardens work hard in Far Cotton regarding littering enforcement. Warden keen to
catch people dropping litter incorrectly. It is proposed to be a one year trial. If successful,
the trial will then move on to other areas. There are financial implication such as the need
for a bag splitter should the trial be rolled out a cost of £100,000. If rolled out over the
Borough conversations will take place regarding who will become responsible for this cost.
Food Waste
This proposal would bring in a saving of around £375,000 per year. The disposal of food
waste needs to be communicated better to residents.
The Committee supported “caddy bags” and suggested large bags could be issued for the
wheeled bins. The Cabinet Member confirmed this could be looked at for the future,
The Committee heard that the disposal of nappies was a huge issue and a lot of work had
been undertaken in London regarding fabric nappies.
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Review the public convenience provision
The Committee heard that it was proposed to close the public conveniences in St James
to anti-social behaviour; this would generate a saving of £10,000 per annum.
Green Waste – charging
The Cabinet Member for Environment advised that it was proposed to charge for green
waste collection as a future budget option. It was expected that this would generate an
income of £700,000. A number of Councils in the county currently charge for this service.
The charge is around £20 to £50 per year. It is an option for future consideration but not
for 2019/2020.
Review enhanced tree maintenance service (Scrutiny Review)
Following on from a previous Scrutiny Review into tree maintenance, an enhanced service
had been implemented that would generate a saving of £20,000 to £40,000 per year.
Community Involvement
The Committee heard that it was proposed that TV campaigns, especially Great British
Spring Clean, would be utilised communities would be engaged regarding waste disposal
and recycling. It was expected that any savings would be re-invested to further improve
the service plus an increase the recycling credits.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:



The Warden is the central point of contact for the public, there is currently a record
number of Wardens employed by the Council.
There are various Forums and Groups and it work is being undertaken regarding
the development of a Cleaner Northampton - a virtual forum.

Reduction in Shop Income
The Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Enterprise advised that a budget option that is
being investigated is to offer tenants the opportunity to buy the shop unit that they are
currently leasing. The Council would lose income from the rent but would receive a capital
receipt from any sales. It would depend how many leaseholders took up this offer but an
estimated figure of a maximum of £100,000 was suggested.
At this point, the Committee queried whether the Councillor Community Fund would
continue for 2019/2020. Confirmation was provided that it would continue for next year.
The Chair thanked Officers and Cabinet Members for the work that they had undertaken
on the draft budget. He confirmed that from the information provided the Committee was
satisfied that its enquiries and queries regarding the draft budget had been answered and
there was no further comment or question.
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AGREED: That the Committee was content with the responses and information provided
regarding the five issues.
6.

CLEANLINESS OF THE TOWN CENTRE

The Cabinet Member for Environment and the Environmental Health and Licensing
Manager went over action plan highlighting salient points.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:






The main environmental services contract had made a number of improvements.
Enforcement has made a huge difference - enforcement is across the board.
The Chair commented that previously leaves were an issue but not this year
The Committee commented that there was a notable difference around certain parts
of the town
It was suggested that Community Warden could take on traffic warden
responsibilities
In response to a query regarding enforcement of cycling of pavements, the Cabinet
Member for Environment commented that the Community Wardens do not have
these powers but it is being investigated but they do speak to people informally.

AGREED:

That monitoring is complete on “Keep Northampton Tidy”

7.

MONITORING OF THE ACCEPTED RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED WITHIN
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY REPORTS

(A)

DEMENTIA FRIENDLY TOWN

The Cabinet Member for Community Engagement and Safety and the Head of Customers
and Culture ran over the Action Plan highlighting the salient points.
The Committee emphasised the need for Taxi and Private Hire Drivers to be trained on
Dementia Friends.
AGREED:
That further monitoring takes places at the April 2019 meeting of this
Committee.
(B)

HEALTHCHECK OF THE LOCAL ECONOMY

The Head of Economy, Assets and Culture and the Economic Development Consultant
introduced the briefing note highlighting the salient points.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:
In response to a query regarding the University, the Committee heard that Officers are in
discussions with the University how links can be strengthened.
There is a national profound skills shortage in most areas.
AGREED:

The update is noted and that monitoring is complete.
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(C)

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ENFORCEMENT OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE
LICENSING

Councillor Sally Beardsworth addressed the Committee advising that she is a member of
the Licensing Committee. She highlighted the importance of safeguarding and that CSE
training is essential for taxi and private hire drivers. She commented on the need for more
electric taxis. Councillor Beardsworth closed her address by advising that there is a need
to ensure all drivers have good command of English language.
Councillor Beardsworth was thanked for her address.
The Environmental Health and Licensing Manager and Cabinet Member for Community
Engagement and Safety addressed the Committee. The ran over the action plan that
detailed the implemented recommendations of the Committee’s report on the effectiveness
of the Enforcement of Taxi and Private Hire Licensing.
The Committee heard:





CSE training is included in the induction training for all new drivers – rolling out a
package for existing drivers.
Electric vehicle charging point - A bid has been submitted, if successful - two
chargers would be installed in surface car parks
There are four electric hackneys operating in town.
The Committee asked for awareness raising of drivers in respect of a dementia
friendly town

The Chair advised that further monitoring was not required.
AGREED:
That monitoring of the implementation of the accepted recommendations
contained into the Action Plan is complete.
9.

CABINET RESPONSE TO OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY REPORTS

The Committee received Cabinet’s responses to the following O&S Reports:




Environmental Services
Culture and Tourism
Cemeteries

AGREED:
That monitoring of the accepted recommendations contained in the above
reports takes place at the April 2019 meeting of the Committee.
10.

SCRUTINY PANELS

11.

SCRUTINY PANEL 1

The update from the Chair of Scrutiny Panel 1 was noted.
12.

SCRUTINY PANEL 2

The update from the Chair of Scrutiny Panel 2 was noted.
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13.

SCRUTINY PANEL 3

The update from the Chair of Scrutiny Panel 3 was noted.
(A)

SCRUTINY PANEL 4

The update from the Chair of Scrutiny Panel 4 was noted.
14.

EVALUATION OF O&S REPORTS WORKING GROUP

The update from the Chair of the Working Group was noted.
15.

POTENTIAL FUTURE PRE DECISION SCRUTINY

There were none.
16.

URGENT ITEMS

There were none.
At this point the Chair reminded the Committee of the date of the O&S Work Programme
event.
The meeting concluded at 7:52 pm
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Agenda Item 5
Northampton Borough Council Overview and Scrutiny

Overview and Scrutiny Committee
April 2019
Briefing Note – Crime & Disorder, Overview & Scrutiny
Summary
On the 3 February 2011 it was agreed that as part of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee
role, that in meeting their responsibilities under the Crime and Disorder (Overview and
Scrutiny) Regulations 2009, an annual report from the Community Safety Partnership
(CSP) would be provided. The report would focus on the levels of CSP performance and
whether crime has increased in the light of reduced resources, and if so what measures
have been taken to meet any shortfall in performance. The report was to advise the
Committee of work undertaken, thereby informing Overview and Scrutiny of further review
or scrutiny that may be required.
Community Safety Partnership – Performance Overview
The Community Safety landscape continues to evolve and partners continue to face
challenges in having to adapt the way services and initiatives are delivered. However, the
principle aim of the CSP remains; ‘deliver a safe, confident Northampton by working
together to improve the quality of life for local people’.
The following priorities have been identified by the CSP;
1. Reduce Crime – reduce property crime, specifically residential burglary and vehicle
crime and support those at risk of becoming victims of crime.
2. Reduce Anti-Social Behaviour & Hate Crime – prevent and tackle incidents of antisocial behaviour, utilising enforcement and working with partners to provide positive
interventions. Deliver targeted interventions to raise awareness of anti-social
behaviour and hate crime and encourage reporting.
3. Support Vulnerable People – Co-ordinate partnership activity to reduce incidents of
domestic and sexual abuse, work with partners to tackle serious organised crime
including; knife crime/gangs, child sexual exploitation, human trafficking and
modern day slavery. Reduce harm caused by alcohol and substance misuse and
use national days and weeks of celebration and commemoration to bring partners,
including the community and voluntary sector together, to raise awareness and offer
support to the most vulnerable people in our communities.
4. Build Stronger & resilient Communities – improve community confidence and
resilience using different forms of engagement, including weeks of action and
1
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community forums, identify opportunities for undertaking restorative justice
methods, continue to utilise community payback, volunteers and community and
voluntary organisations to address environmental issues in priority areas.
5. Safety in the Night-Time Economy - reducing violent incidents, alcohol and drug
misuse and other negative behaviour that is linked to the night-time economy.
Actual Performance
This chart compares the crime rate in Northampton, to the average crime rate across
similar areas. It shows the total number of crimes over a twelve month period per thousand
residents, for overall crime. In the year ending September 2018, the crime rate in
Northampton was about the same as the average crime rate across similar areas.

Over the last 24 months, March 2017 – February 2019, there has been an increase in
overall crime in Northampton of 7.12% (+1,596 crimes).
Northampton has seen a 7.16% increase (484 crimes) in violence with injury offences, an
increase in burglary by just over 10% and an increase in weapon possessions, drug
offences, public disorder and homicide.
Northampton has seen a reduction in the following crimes, 3.73% (- 246 offences) criminal
damage and reductions have also been recorded for both robbery and shoplifting.
Furthermore, a downward trend continues to be seen with regards to Anti-Social
Behaviour. Reported incidents to the Police have reduced by 21.4% (-2,385 incidents). A
significant reduction in youth-related ASB has been identified, 28.4% (-503 incidents)
However, the data relating to the Police public attitudes survey shows that the percentage
of respondents who agreed that the Police and Council were dealing with ASB & crime
issues is 30.5% compared to 52.0% for the same period last year. Performance has also
declined in relation to the percentage of those surveyed reporting ASB as an issue which
has increased from 16.7% in June 2017 to 29.5% in June 2018.
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We have a number of initiatives and projects in place to improve public confidence and
perception, including a commitment to continually engage and communicate with the
public with regards to the work that is being delivered by the CSP.
Specific pieces of work that have taken place in the last twelve months include:


£354,706, secured from the Home Office’s Trusted Relationships Fund for the next
two years, with a potential of additional funding for a further two years, a total of
£470,936 (subject to the Governments Spending Review) to help increase the
support available to the town’s most vulnerable young people. The funding will
enable Northampton Borough Council and Free2Talk, to deliver interventions and
mentoring, lasting up to a year, to young people most at risk of getting involved in
knife crime and anti-social behaviour.



We have funded the Youth Offending Service to deliver knife crime awareness in
our secondary schools, colleges, and the University within the current academic
year. We have delivered 38 sessions across 11 secondary schools, teacher training
has been delivered to 6 schools, a session has been delivered to the Princes Trust
and 3 teacher sessions have been delivered at Northampton College.



Two Primary School Community Safety events held, working with partners,
including Fire Service, Northants Police, Network Rail and the Youth Offending
Service. More than 400 year 6 students attended. The event involved workshops,
drama productions and presentations covering the following community safety
issues for young people in the town, specifically; fire safety, railway safety, hate
crime, child sexual exploitation, knife crime, personal safety and anti-social
behaviour. The evaluation results identified that between 75-86% of students for
each of the eight themes either ‘liked’ or ‘loved’ what was delivered.



School Pastors continue to operate at Northampton Academy and Weston Favell
Academy, with regular patrols taking place on Thursday’s and Friday’s with pastoral
support being provided as and when required.



Funding offered to support the Street Sports youth provision programme, which
continues to be delivered by the Leisure Trust in hot spot locations.



Hate Crime Week of Action commenced on 14 October 2018, the ‘equality ally’
scheme was launched during an afternoon tea event at the Guildhall. Equality allies
are encouraged to wear a brightly coloured, heart shape pin badge to demonstrate
their support of equality and raise awareness of how anyone who feels they’ve been
affected by hate crime, can get support. The Greatest Showman, was showcased at
Northampton Filmhouse during the week and before the screening, Northampton
Inter Faith Forum shared a short film about equality, through the eyes of children. A
Remembering Srebrenica walk and talk, took place on the Sunday, which closed
the week of awareness activities.



16 Days of Activism – supported during November 2018. Working with Northampton
Domestic Abuse Service, Northamptonshire Rape Crisis, EVE, Serenity, the
Sunflower Centre and Voice, a presence was held by these support agencies in
various workplaces across the Town, including; Avon, NGH, Nationwide, Travis
3
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Perkins, NBC, St Andrews and NHFT.


Developed a partnership leaflet, detailing information on what all six of the support
agencies can offer to support victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence. We
also produced posters and baubles during a Christmas campaign.



Funding provided for Women’s Aid, Sunflower Centre and Northamptonshire Rape
Crisis Centre, totalling £50,500.



A number of vulnerable victims have received support to improve the security of
their home, through our target hardening programme.



Northampton’s fourth domestic Homicide Review completed and published.
Partners involved in the review have produced an Action Plan highlighting gaps in
the existing process that may have contributed to the homicide. Partners involved in
the Reviews will continue to meet to make sure actions within the plan are
progressed to mitigate a similar event happening in the future.



Cuckooing Multi-Case Management meetings taking place every six weeks, to
tackle the issue of vulnerable people’s homes being taken over as an operations
base for selling drugs and identifying offenders involved and safeguard vulnerable
and exploited residents. Two cuckooing specific injunctions have been achieved to
protect vulnerable residents and potential victims.



Cuckooing Training delivered to more than 200 frontline officers.



Launch of Taxi Marshalling Pilot Scheme in September, operating 11pm-5am on Fri
and sat evenings on pay weekends and bank holidays.



‘Safer Routes Home’ scheme developed in partnership with the University of
Northampton.



Street Pastor Scheme continues to operate in the Town Centre.



Purple Flag for the Town Centre achieved and renewal application submitted.



The media campaign focusing on the night time economy, ‘Nights Out Northampton’
continues. Key messages of the campaign will focus on personal safety, alcohol
awareness and projects that are currently being developed, including the ‘taximarshalling scheme’ and ‘safer routes home’



Work on anti-social behaviour cases continues with 34 open cases currently in the
Anti-Social Behaviour Unit. From April 2018 – February 2019, 25 Community
Protection Warnings and16 Community Protection Notices have been issued, for
neighbour disputes, abusive and threatening behaviour, street drinking/begging and
parking. 4 Criminal Behaviour Orders have been granted for aggressive begging,
aggressive shoplifting and for making false calls to police and 2 Cuckooing specific
Civil Injunctions have been issued.



Funding provided for additional police resource on the Town Centre, to provide
4
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visibility, improve the feeling of safety and to tackle anti-social behaviour and crime.
This was provided for 6 weeks over the summer and 6 weeks over the
Christmas/New Year period.


Community Events held for International Women’s Day, International Men’s Day,
and International Day for Persons with a Disability Day and International Youth Day.
These events were utilised to bring the community together, to get key messages
out to the community. Including how to stay safe, get help and support and to raise
awareness of hate crime, domestic abuse, mental health and equality.



Through the Partnership Grants process, funding has been allocated to groups that
support Community Safety activity such as domestic abuse, young people, and
night time economy.



Three Weeks of Action (intense multi-agency action) focused on the Racecourse, St
David’s and St James.



22 community safety awareness raising days have been held across the Borough,
some of these areas include; Eastfield Park, Bradlaugh Fields, community cafes,
Northampton General Hospital, Market Square, Billing, Brookside, Rectory Farm,
Blackthorn, Semilong, Briar Hill and the University of Northampton



14 bike marking sessions have been delivered in hot spot locations, including parks,
schools and in the Town Centre.



No cold calling zone developed in Samwell Way in October.



Community Payback have provided support for community safety projects for 56
days.

Specific pieces of work that will take place in the next three months:


Continued roll out and development of the Trusted Relationships ‘True Knowledge’
project



Roll out of partnership ‘Days of Action’ in Blackthorn, Semilong and Spring
Boroughs, multi-agency activity in a specific area, we will continue to adopt the ‘you
said’, ‘we did’ approach. And continue to work with partners to promote Fearless
and Crimestoppers.



Continue to deliver the primary school community safety events after a positive
evaluation – next event in June 2019



Develop a community safety event for secondary schools and parents

Conclusion
5
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Northampton’s crime statistics, when compared to other areas of a similar demographic,
are no better or worse. Although we have seen an increase in overall crime in the Town,
particularly in relation to violent crime and burglary.
The CSP continues to work closely with partner agencies, particularly the Police, the Office
of the Police and Crime Commissioner, East Midlands Ambulance Service, Youth
Offending Service, University of Northampton and Community and Voluntary
Organisations to deliver activities that will tackle our key issues. There are a number of
initiatives being implemented, with a particular focus on prevention, that should have a
positive impact and ensure that an effective multi-agency approach will be taken in tackling
crime and anti-social behaviour.

Brief Author: Vicki Rockall, Community Safety & Engagement Manager on behalf of Councillor Anna King,
Portfolio Holder for Community Safety & Engagement – April 2019
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NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
ACTION PLAN:

SCRUTINY PANEL - Dementia Friendly Town

Response and Action Plan in response to the Recommendations from Scrutiny Panel

15

Proposed dates for monitoring implementation of accepted recommendations
Report received by Cabinet

Monitoring activity

Monitoring complete

March 2018

February 2019

Date to be added by O&S Committee when agreed
monitoring is completed

A Dementia Friends
Champion (DFC) to be
nominated to lead on

Marion Goodman

Officers Time

April 2018

Achievement/Completed
Louise Musson – Call Care
Manager appointed to lead
on the work for Dementia

Agenda Item 6

Recommendation 1: Northampton Borough Council works towards “Dementia Friendly Status for
Northampton” being achieved. A Dementia Friends Champion is nominated to lead on this work.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
by:
required/available

16

the work required.

Friendly Town

Work towards
Northampton being a
Dementia Friendly Town
(DFT) in liaison with the
Northampton DAA,
Northamptonshire DAA
and University of
Northampton.

NBC have become a
member of the
Northampton and
Northamptonshire
Dementia Action Alliance
(DAA).
Louise Musson (NBC) is
Chair of the Northampton
DAA and Deputy Chair for
the Northamptonshire DAA.
The Northampton DAA has
now applied for ‘working
towards Dementia Friendly
Community’ Status. This
will be confirmed in January
2019. At which point they
will be able to start
evidencing the work being
carried out throughout
Northampton to support the
town gaining Dementia

TT: Northampton Borough Council Scrutiny Panel Action Plan

Friendly Community status.
Northampton Dementia
Action Alliance has now
been given ‘working
towards Dementia Friendly’.
This allows NBC to use the
logo which demonstrates
our commitment to people
living with dementia.

17

Recommendation 2: A Dementia Forum is established. Northampton Interfaith Forum (NIFF) is
Invited to join the Forum.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
by
required/available
Northampton Forum
(Dementia Action
Alliance) to be
established.

Louise Musson

Interfaith Forum to be
TT: Northampton Borough Council Scrutiny Panel Action Plan

Officers Time

April 2018

Achievement/Completed

Completed – Northampton
has a DAA which is
currently chaired by Louise
Musson (NBC).

NIFF has been invited to

invited to join.

form part of the
Northampton DAA and
have since joined.
One of the local churches
has held a Dementia
Friendly Service and are
looking to make this a
regular event and open it
out to other churches.

18

Recommendation 3: Northampton Borough Council registers with the Alzheimer’s Society as part
of the Dementia Friendly Recognition Scheme.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
by
required/available
Internal Dementia
Strategic Working
Group to be formed
from all the key areas of
NBC. This will enable a
review of best practice
in the organisation for
people living with
dementia and their
carers and work
towards fulfilling the
Alzheimer’s criteria for
becoming a DF
organisation.

Louise Musson and
Lead Officers for each area
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Officers Time

April 2019

Achievement/Completed

This group has started
working in the individual
service areas including
museum services and
community safety and
partnership. Further
regular meetings of the
whole working group have
been diarised commencing
in February 2019
Group met in April, the
following proposals were

discussed:Northampton Borough
Council will register as
an organisation ‘working
towards DF
community/organisation.



NBC to have DF
champions in key
areas i.e. OSS.



DF information
sessions should be
added to the staff
induction.



All existing public
facing staff to have
DF information
session, this could
be added as an
objective in this
year’s appraisal.



LM to look at on line
DF information
sessions.



HR to review carers
policy which will
include Carers of
people living with
Dementia.



Planning will

January 2019

19
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consider people with
Dementia when
sending out their
public engagement
letters.
Museums are
considering people
with dementia during
the design of the
new museum.



Museums will
continue running
their DF café.



OSS will consider
the environment for
people living with
dementia and ensure
all front facing staff
have DF information
sessions. They will
look at some of their
team attending
champion training to
support this.



Call Care will have

20
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an information table
in the OSS during
Dementia
Awareness Week
WB 20th May.

21

As part of the DAA,
Northampton Borough
Council will be recognised
as one of the leads for
working towards Dementia
Friendly Northampton. This
will be confirmed January
2019.
Recommendation 4: Dementia Friends information and training is included in both Councillor and
staff inductions.
Action

Implementation/responsibility
by

DF Champions training
HR, Training & Development,
needed for a number of Health and Wellbeing
staff, to ensure DF
information sessions are
TT: Northampton Borough Council Scrutiny Panel Action Plan

Resources
required/available

Target date

Achievement/Completed

Officers Time

April 2019

This will form part of the
work of the NBC strategy
group.

Champion Training
for Officers which is

provided.

Free from the
Alzheimers
organisation.

DF information sessions
to be provided to all new
staff and Councillors.

Recommendation 5: A Councillor Champion for older people, focussing on dementia is appointed.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
by
required/available
None

22

Appoint Councillor for
Older People

Marion Goodman

April 2018

Cllr Anna King, Cabinet
Member for Community
Engagement and safety is
the Councillor Champion for
Older People

Recommendation 6: The Dementia Friends Champion liaises with the local churches in
Northampton to ascertain what Groups are currently available and whether further Groups such as Care and Share could be
introduced.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
by
required/available
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DFC to liaise with NIFF
and other church groups
to establish a database
of Dementia Support
Groups within
Northampton.

Louise Musson

Officers Time

April 2019

LM liaising with St Peters
Church who are running a
DF café and offering DF
church services.

23

Recommendation 7: The Dementia Friends Champion has dialogue with the Transport Manager of
UNO and the Head of Vulnerable Persons, Northants Police, regarding
training for drivers of UNO around raising awareness of those living with
dementia.
Action
Implementation/responsibility Resources
Target date
by
required/available
The NBC Strategic
Working Group will
liaise with UNO and
other transport
providers via the Bus
Station User Group to
support them with
raising awareness of
Dementia and their

Stephanie De Vally from
Northamptonshire Police is
progressing this action as
part of her contribution to
the Northampton DAA.

NBC Strategic Group
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Officers Time

Achievement/Completed

September 2019 This will form part of the
work of the NBC strategy
group.
Both UNO and
Northamptonshire Carers
are members of the DAA.

carers.
Recommendation 8: The Dementia Friends Champion works with the Assistant Chief Executive,
Northamptonshire Carers, regarding the introduction of ID cards for carers
when travelling with someone living with dementia.

24

Action

Implementation/responsibility
by

Resources
required/available

Target date

Achievement/Completed

The NBC Strategic
Working Group will
liaise with UNO, other
transport providers and
Northamptonshire
Carers via the Bus
Station User Group to
discuss the introduction
of carer ID cards.

NBC Strategic Group

Officers Time

September 2019

This will form part of the
work of the NBC strategy
group.

.
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NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
ACTION PLAN:

SCRUTINY PANEL - Cemeteries

Response and Action Plan in response to the Recommendations from Scrutiny Panel
Proposed dates for monitoring implementation of accepted recommendations
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Report received by
Cabinet

Monitoring activity

Monitoring complete

June 2018

30 April 2019

Date to be added by O&S Committee when agreed
monitoring is completed

To remove trees and
hedges where
practical to do so, but
ensuring minimal
damage to grave
stones and

Cabinet Member for
Environment
Head of Customers and
Communities

Resources were made
available and suitable
contractors were
identified

2018

Completed 2018

Environmental Services
1

Agenda Item 7

Recommendation 1: Some of the large trees located in the town’s cemeteries that have been planted on or outside the burial plot
investigated for removal as soon as possible.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available

headstones.

Partnership Unit, Asset
Management and Parks & Open
Spaces

Recommendation 2:
Action

The water tanks located in the extension at Duston Cemetery are plumbed in as soon as practicable.
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available

Investigate the
practicalities and
costs involved of
installing a new water
supply and tanks

Cabinet Member for
Regeneration and Enterprise
Head of Economy, Assets and
Culture

26

Head of Customers and
Communities
Asset Management & Parks &
Open Spaces

Recommendation 3:
Action

To arrange the cut
back of the trees with
the Environmental
Services Contractor

Investigating
consultants and
budget still to be
identified. Anglian
Water Authority will be
required and therefore
timescales will be
dependent on their
availability.

2019/20 financial
year

In progress

The trees that are obscuring the sign at the entrance to Duston Cemetery are pruned as soon as possible.
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Cabinet Member for
Environment
Head of Customers and
Communities
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Resource within the
Environmental
Services Contract

2018

Completed 2018

2

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit
Recommendation 4:
Action

Survey the open
cemeteries for the
types and numbers of
the litterbins available
onsite

Litter and recycling bins in situ within the cemeteries are replaced with modern bins, including recycling bins,
uniformed throughout all cemeteries, where appropriate.
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Cabinet Member for
Environment

2019/20

In progress.
Not all sites were suitable
due to the nature of the
waste which included
organic matter such as
dead flowers and wreaths.
The survey is ongoing.

Head of Customers and
Communities

27

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit Contract and
Parks & Open Spaces

Recommendation 5: The footpaths and roadways in Kingsthorpe Cemetery that are in need of repair, are repaired as soon as
possible.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
The footpaths to be
surveyed

Deputy Cabinet Member for
Planning

GF Capital

2019/20

In Progress

Head of Customers and
Communities
Parks & Open Spaces
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3

Recommendation 6: The tops of the vaults are made secure.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
The tops of the Vaults
to be surveyed

Cabinet Member for
Environment
Head of Customers and
Communities

Resource within the
Environmental
Services Contract

Target date

Achievement/Completed

2019/20

Inspection was completed in
January 2019 and all vaults
were found to be secure.

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit & Veolia

28
Recommendation 7: The sign located at the entrance to Dallington Cemetery is cleaned and fresh signage placed behind the glass
cabinet.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Assess the sign and
carry out the required
actions

Cabinet Member for
Regenration and Enterprise

Officer time

2019/20

Completed

Head of Economy, Assets and
Culture
Asset Management and Parks &
Open Spaces
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4

Recommendation 8: Signs be erected in cemeteries “Dogs to be kept on a leash at all times” “Please clean up after your dog.”
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Survey open and
Cabinet Member for
closed cemeteries and Environment
assess requirements
Head of Customer and
Communities

Officer time

2019/20

Signs are in the process of
being erected in
Kingsthorpe, Dallington and
Billing Road cemeteries
following the survey.

Parks & Open Spaces

29

Recommendation 9: All signs erected within the borough’s cemeteries are of the same style and standard as other Borough
signage.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Survey open and
Cabinet Member for
closed cemeteries and Regeneration and Enterprise
assess requirements
Head of Planning, Asset
Management and Parks & Open
Spaces
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Officer time. Budget
still to be identified

2020/21

This has been paused
pending agreement on
signage, branding and style
and budget.

5

Recommendation 10: Information regarding the usage and disposal of plastic bottles in cemeteries is produced for users. The
information could be included within a Regulations Guidance booklet for users of cemeteries. All Funeral
Directors are provided with a copy of the booklet.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Investigate cemeteries Cabinet Member for
that may require this
Environment
amount of waste
Head of Customers and
segregation.
Communities

Officer & Contractor
time

May 2019

A comprehensive A4
Booklet is currently being
designed and produced and
will be available for all users
and Funeral Directors.

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit & Veolia

30
Recommendation 11: The Policies and procedures for the usage of cemeteries within the borough are tightened up and a zero
tolerance approach is applied.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Examine existing
Cabinet Member for
policies and
Environment
procedures and
amend where required Head of Customers and
Communities

Officer and Contractor
time

May 2019

A policy is currently in
development

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit & Veolia
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6

Recommendation 12: The Scrutiny Panel welcomed and noted the pristine condition of the war graves.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Compliment noted

Northampton Borough Council

Recommendation 13: Consideration is given to the issuing to Funeral Directors based in the borough of Northampton, key passes,
to the chapels in Towcester Road and Kingthorpe cemeteries.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Examine existing
Cabinet Member for
policies and
Environment
procedures and
amend where required Head of Customers and
Communities

Officer and Contractor
time

31

This recommendation was
explored but is not possible
due to security and safety
issues. The keys are given
out by the staff onsite and
this system is working well.

Environmental Services
Partnership Unit & Veolia

Recommendation 14: The facility of the chapels at Kingsthorpe and Towcester Road cemeteries are promoted.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Examine existing
Cabinet Member for
promotional policies
Environment
and procedures and
amend where required Head of Customers and
Communities
Environmental Services
Partnership Unit & Veolia
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Officer and Contractor
time

ongoing

Promotional activity is
taking place and has
resulted in increased usage
for a variety of purposes
including remembrance and
commemorative events.

7

Recommendation 15: The lack of burial space is addressed and potential new sites are investigated, for example, consideration is
given to re-categorising the borough owned land (currently categorised as commercial land) that edges the
cemetery at Dallington as further cemetery land.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Enzygo environmental
consultants have
completed a study
identifying the town’s
burial requirements.

Deputy Cabinet Member for
Planning

Officer time

Complete

Head of Planning, Head of
Customers and Communities
A new Cemeteries Group has
been set up to examine the
consultant’s report and its
findings.

32

Additional land has been
identified at Dallington
Cemetery, as a possible
burial site. Two cemeteries
working groups have been
established – one looking at
operational issues and one
looking at strategic issues
including future burial
requirements and space.

A number of trees have been
removed at Towcester Road
Cemetery to create extra space,
which can be used in two years’
time (to allow for the soil to
settle)
Recommendation 16: A feasibility study is undertaken into the requirement of a new large crematorium and cemetery for the town
that offers the required services and facilities.
Action
Lead Cabinet Member and
Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
Lead Responsible Officer
required/available
Keep findings from
feasibility under
review.

Deputy Cabinet Member for
Planning
Head of Planning, Head of
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Ongoing

Work is currently underway
- a strategic working group
has been established with
representatives from the
8

Customers and Communities

relevant service areas.

33
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NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
ACTION PLAN:

SCRUTINY PANEL – Culture and Tourism

Response and Action Plan in response to the Recommendations from Scrutiny Panel
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Proposed dates for monitoring implementation of accepted recommendations
Report received by Cabinet
13 June 2018

Monitoring activity

Monitoring complete

30 April 2019

Recommendation 1: An action plan is devised and ensures the marketing and the promotion of Northampton’s culture, heritage and
tourism is effective and includes:

 Culture - “the arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement regarded collectively”.
 Tourism – “The commercial organisation and operation of holidays and visits to places of interest”.
 Heritage – “Valued objects and qualities such as historic buildings and cultural traditions that have been passed down from
Page | 1

Agenda Item 8

The action plan includes a vision for the promotion of the town which includes the following definitions:

previous generations”.
and
Aspires to be a city of culture in 2025
Recommendation 1:
Action

35

Lead Cabinet
Member & lead
responsible
Officer

Resources
required/

 A free map,
highlighting key
attractions, is
produced and
disseminated via
existing
infrastructure,
such as the
railway station,
bus station, public
transport and
accommodation.

Cabinet Member
for Community
Engagement and
Safety

Communications
Team

 A review is
undertaken of the

Cabinet Member
for Community
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Target date

Achievement/Completed

Complete

A town centre map has just been delivered outlining
its key attractions and this is being distributed to
town centre businesses. Copies are also available at
the bus station, Northampton Railway Station and
hotels across the Borough.

available

Communications
Manager
Summer
2019

Communications
Manager.

Spring 2019

A whole town map is being developed which will
include details of hotels and Northampton’s leisure
offer (such as the Nene Whitewater Centre,
Pinnacle Climbing Centre, Boost Trampolining
Centre and Riverside Hub). Outline work is complete
and design work will start in the spring. The intention
is that this will be distributed by similar methods to
the town centre map.
The Communications Manager has joined the
Britain’s Best Surprise board and is working to

success of the
Britain’s Best
Surprise and
funding is sought
to support
Northampton’s
contribution to it.

36

 An app. that gives
details of what to
do and where to
visit in
Northampton is
developed similar
to that produced
by Hull – Curious
Collector App.

and Safety and
Engagement

Funding required

ensure Northampton’s offer is clearly highlighted as
part of its work. The board has now produced a
Destination Management Plan and has been asked
to propose delivery against elements of that to
attract funding from Northampton Borough Council,
which can be achieved through the cultural and
heritage budget established in 2018/19.

Communications
Manager

Cabinet Member
for Community
and Safety and
Engagement
Communications
Manager and
Digital Services
Manager

Digital Services
Team

Autumn
2019

Communications
Manager
Northampton Town
Centre BID

Summer
2019

 Shoes, leather and Cabinet Member
for Community
lace
manufacturing are and Safety
promoted on the
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Digital Team

Aim to have
this in place
by
December

Initial discussions have taken place with the Digital
Team about the possibility of revamping the Love
Northampton website and App. As Northampton
Town Centre BID are looking to be involved in the
project, they were approached and asked whether
they might be able to identify any resource to
support this work. No response has been received
to date. This will continue to be followed up as an
option.
We are also engaging with the producers of Trail
Tale, an app which offers guided walks around
British Towns. They are keen to create a package
for Northampton at no cost to the Council. This is
likely to be the preferred option
We have asked for this to be added to the Britain’s
Best Surprise forward plan for 2019 for discussion in
the spring.

website “Britain’s
Best Surprise.”

 The Ghost Hunt is
widened to a
Heritage
Walk/Trail that
include tours of
the theatres.

37
 A trail around the
town
demonstrated by
metal shoes is
introduced.

 The Green Badge
qualification,
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Communications
Manager

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement
Town Centre
Manager and
Culture and
Heritage
Manager

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement
Town Centre
Manager, Culture
and Heritage
Manager
Cabinet Member
for Regeneration

2019.

Town Centre and
Museum operations
teams

Complete

Communications
Team

Town Centre
Manager

Already Implemented – Tours started in October
2018 and Phase 2 is in the process of being
delivered in partnership with the University. Phase 2
includes shoe prints to explain the location of the
ghosts and also promote footwear companies. This
also doubles up as fun follow trail for children.
Additional tours have now been added due to the
popularity of these.

In progress

BID representatives

This idea is currently being developed and we are
working with the Town Centre BID to develop a
metal shoe tour.
The tour will complement the new shoe gallery at
the museum and form an element of future public
programming.

Town Centre BID

April 2020

In partnership with Northampton Town Centre BID,
Ward Councillors and Honorary Aldermen to be

offered by the
Institute of Tourist
Guiding (ITG) is
investigated for
Northampton in
conjunction with
Northampton BID.
This qualification
is opened to ward
Councillors and
Honorary
Aldermen.

38

 Exhibits of
museum artefacts
in empty retail
units are displayed
and promoted. As
a pilot, a unit in the
Grosvenor Centre
is used for the
display of
Museum artefacts.

and Enterprise

representatives

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement

Democratic
Services Manager

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement

Culture and
Heritage Manager

Culture and
Heritage
Manager

consulted in relation to their interest in the
qualification.
If positive, then training to be arranged as
appropriate. This work will start in April 2019.

Facilities Team re:
Guildhall Tours

Complete

The museum developed a pop up exhibition, ‘Nasty
Northampton’, in an empty unit in the Grosvenor
Centre. The exhibition was open 12.00pm – 5.00pm
from Wednesday – Saturday from 21st July – 6th
September. A number of events and activities were
run over the course of the exhibition, some in
partnership with other organisations, two with
Friends of Northampton Castle, two with Museum of
London Archaeology, one with Northamptonshire
Natural History Society and two by the museum
service.
The exhibition had 2,500 visitors over the course of
the exhibition run.
The museum continues to deliver an interesting and
varied outreach programme whilst the Central
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Museum and Art Gallery is being redeveloped
 Northampton
Borough Council
(NBC) works with
its global brands to
collectively
promote the
Northampton offer
to a wider
audience.

Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise

Economic
Development
Consultant

Economic
Development
Consultant

Economic Growth
and Regeneration
Manager

Part
complete –
but more
work to do.
Due to be
complete by
March 2020.

Economic Growth
and Regeneration
Manager

39
 A cluster
comprising the
Borough Council
and major shoe
companies in the
town is developed
so that they can
network and share
ideas.
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The Leader of the Economic Growth
Council
and Regeneration
Manager
The Chief
Executive

In Progress

Engagement with a number of those firms has
started with regard to signage around the Enterprise
Zone. A number of Northampton’s high-profile firms
have agreed to be featured on newly revamped
signage and designs are now in place for many of
those new signs. Following the completion of this
work, the intention is to extend the conversation to
include how those firms might use their considerable
influence to support and promote brand
Northampton.
We have also asked for this issue to be added to the
Britain’s Best Surprise forward plan of work for 2019
as it is as much a countywide opportunity as it is one
for the borough.
Northampton Borough Council has recently formed
a cross partner Town Team ‘Northampton Forward’
to strategically develop and promote the town. It is
using the recently announced High St Fund as a
catalyst to start this wider place-shaping activity.
Included in this work will be how we make best use
of our retail offer including our shoe companies.
Martin Mason from Trickers sits on the team.

40

Cabinet Member
 Working with
for Planning
NBC’s Planning
Department,
encouragement is
given to have a
consistent and
sympathetic
appearance in
accordance with
Northampton’s rich
architectural and
cultural heritage,
for shop frontages.
 Work is
undertaken on the
promotion of the
history of transport
including the two
double decker
buses that have
been restored by
local groups. The
Northampton
Transport Heritage
Group is consulted
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Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise
Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement

Head of Planning

Complete

Both the existing core strategy and the emerging
Local Plan part 2 contain policies encouraging good
design, in particular with regards to shop fronts. The
Council also manage a shop front improvement
scheme, where projects to enhance frontage can
apply for grant funding. Shop front works may also
attract future funding available from Historic England
as part of a wider Future High Street Fund.

Complete

Abington Park Museum is holding a Transport Day
in June 2019, following on from last year’s
successful event. This featured a range of historic
vehicles in including vintage motorcycles, cars,
memorabilia and two double decker buses, with one
giving trips around the Abington area. We will be
aiming to make this an annual event.
The NTHG are assisting with the Heritage Thank
You day which is a chance for all heritage
volunteers to meet and discuss ways forward to
promote the town. The buses will also be part of the

regarding the
promotion of the
history of transport
in Northampton.

annual Heritage Open Days event in September
2019.

41

 In recognising that Cabinet Member
for Community
local historians
and Safety
give Education
and Heritage Talks
throughout the
year; these talks
are promoted on
the website
“Britain’s Best
Surprise”.
 A Tourist
Information Centre
for Northampton,
is investigated
located in a
prominent place in
the town, until the
Museum is
opened in late
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Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
engagement
Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise

Complete

Funding
Required

Partially
Complete

A further event is being planned for August 2019
involving Looking Glass Theatre and 100 Years of
Northampton in History and Fashion and the
Heritage Bus Tours.
The talks have been added to by the delivery of
tours every month in collaboration with Looking
Glass Theatre. All tours are related to people and
places with a Northampton connection. These are
being promoted widely. The Cabinet Member for
Community Safety and Engagement is working with
Mike Ingram from The Battlefields Society to deliver
more.

A café has been included in the plans for the
extended Museum and Art Gallery.
A virtual TIC is currently available and supported
until NCC have made a decision on the future of the
TIC.
The new museum development when open in 2020,
will be ideally placed to function as a tourist
information centre. A significant tourist attraction in

2019; and a café
is included in the
extended
Northampton
Museum and Art
Gallery is
investigated.

its own attraction, it will be open on weekends when
other council venues are closed. The museum shop
will have a strong focus on Northampton and
Northamptonshire books, gift items and work by
local artists and makers, which will add to the overall
tourism offer.

42

 Signs on the
entrance to
Northampton are
erected that says
what the town has
to offer. “Don’t
drive through, stop
and visit ….”

Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise

 Brand
Northampton as
an exciting place
to visit.

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement

Communications
Manager

Cabinet member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise
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Currently on
hold
Significant
budget may
be required

Ongoing

With the ongoing work in relation to promoting
Northampton, signage will be included as part of this
work.
It is proposed that this action is not
progressed until naming and branding has been
formally agreed. The Communications Manager is
liaising with NCC who are responsible for the current
signs to understand the process required. Highways
England would also need to be involved as they
have a signage strategy.
This work is ongoing through all other strands
outlined in this document.
Funding has been contributed from NBC and from
the Lord Lieutenant to promote Northampton as a
film industry location. Alan Moore recently filmed
here at the Guildhall and Vulcan Works.
A film location database has been established for

Northampton.
The Emporium way art project has seen funding
contributed to street and art and the start of pop up
covent garden style events, the first of which was
held on 30th March 2019.

Place Marking and Leicester University – pick up
with Craig….. (specialists – working with Kevin)
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 Blue plaques are
introduced around
the town.

Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise
Communications
Manager in
liaison with the
Planning and
Regeneration
Teams.

Head of Planning
(Blue Plaques)
Facilities Manager
(Names Gallery)

Proposal
being
drafted

The English Heritage publication Celebrating People
& Place Guidance On Commemorative Plaques &
Plaque Schemes provides detailed guidance on
developing blue plaque schemes. This includes
aims, selection process, criteria, costs, funding and
project management recommendations.
This should be used to help develop a strategic
approach to establishing and implementing a blue
plaque scheme for Northampton.
A proposal is being developed in relation to reviving
the practise of updating panels in the Mayors’
Names Gallery in the Guildhall
which
commemorates
local
benefactors
and
philanthropists, setting out their works. There would
be suggested criteria and consideration of the
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selection procedure would be required. A panel
would be established to oversee the selection. In
addition, this will provide an opportunity to consider
a more permanent location for the new Board(s).
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 Opportunities to
promote our
cultural heritage
with Marlberg are
investigated.

Leader of the
Council

 Funding is sought
to maintain and
upkeep
monuments
around the town,
such as Eleanor
Cross, the Tram
Terminals and
other historic
buildings.

Cabinet Member
for Regeneration
and Enterprise

Communications
Team

Autumn
2019

The communications manager has contacted the
council’s twinning association leads with a view to
discussing this as a possibility. There is a twinning
visit due from Marburg to Northampton in 2019 and
an attractive offer is being developed for them to
enjoy and feed back on their return.

Head of Economic
Development and
Regeneration

Ongoing

There are limited funding streams in relation to
heritage assets and in order to tap into them the
monument must be on the Historic England Heritage
at Risk Register. The Queen Eleanor Cross is on
the risk register funding has been sourced from
Historic England regarding the project. The cross is
the only monument on the list. Very few heritage
funding organisations offer grants to public bodies
for maintenance and upkeep purposes. We have
successfully secured funding for the Notre Dame
project, (the site is not protected formally).

Communications
Manager

In addition there are plans for a monument clean-up
at St Giles Church in preparation for Mayflower 400.
The year-long commemoration marking the 400th
anniversary of the Mayflower’s pioneering voyage
Page | 11

starts in November 2019. The Mayflower 400
events programme will share the values of
migration, tolerance, freedom and democracy and
tell the story of a ship and its passengers and the
trail will attract visitors to Northampton.
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 Flower displays
are maintained all
year round,
sponsorship to
purchase and
upkeep more
planters is sought.
Branding is in
keeping with the
signage.

Cabinet Member
for the
Environment

Head of Customers
and Communities

Complete
The Council has a Bloom Team that consists of
and ongoing Officers, Councillors, Contractors and Sponsors.
annually
Their aim is to ensure that all the relevant planters
are maintained throughout their bloom. The Bloom
Team have successfully secured sponsorship and
continue to do so. For 2019 the planters are being
linked to the shoe trail further aligning the wide
range of promotional work.

 A Co-Ordinator
role similar to that
of the Tourism
Executive of
Leicestershire
Promotions
Limited is
established in
conjunction with
Britain’s Best

Cabinet Member
for Community
Safety and
Engagement

Communications
Manager

On hold
pending
confirmation
of funding
and
aspirations
of
organisation
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Communications
Manager

Funding Required

Initial discussions have taken place with Britain’s
Best Surprise over its involvement in delivering the
new
Destination
Management
Plan
for
Northamptonshire. Further discussion is needed as
there is currently an aspiration at board level to hand
responsibility over to local authorities in
Northamptonshire for delivery. If sufficient funding
can be identified countywide, there might be scope
for this to be delivered independent of local authority

Surprise
aspirations for a
Destination
Management
Organisation.
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 A Cultural Strategy Leader of the
for the Borough is Council
developed to look
Chief Executive
at investment,
opportunities,
infrastructure to
promote
Northampton and
grow the cultural
sector, to make an
application to be
the City of Culture
2025.

Chief Executive

s involved.

control, but still meeting their aspirations.

In Progress

Discussions began in the autumn 2018 with the
Chief Executive of the Royal & Derngate on how
best this could be developed. Further discussions
are planned to progress the development of a
Cultural Group that will lead on the creation of a new
Cultural Strategy for the town.

Recommendation 2: As part of the induction process for Councillors, a leaflet of pamphlet on the history of Northampton is given to
all Members. The same leaflet is available for events such as Heritage weekends.
Action
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Implementation/
responsibility

Resources
required/available

Target date

Achievement/Completed

Cabinet Member
for Community
Engagement and
Safety

Funding may be
required to design
and produce the
leaflets

In Progress and
due for completion
April 2020

A timeline of significant events and dates has
been developed as background research for
what will be the new history galleries in the
redeveloped Central Museum and Art Gallery.
This can be developed into a useful and

meaningful leaflet for use at events such as
Heritage weekends and also for museum
visitors and Councillors. It is envisaged that
the majority of the information will be available
online as part of the Museums Digital offer this
will negate the requirement to produce a large
number of paper copies.
Recommendation 3: A copy of the report is sent to Michael Ellis, MP, who has the role of Parliamentary Under-Secretary
(Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport).
Action
Implementation/ Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
responsibility by required/available
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Complete

This has been completed

Recommendation 4: Giving consideration to Unitary Status, civic pride and ceremonies are protected.
Action
Implementation/ Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
responsibility by required/available
Head of Legal
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Legal Services

In Progress

A specific task and finish group has been
established to progress this. A community
governance review is being undertaken.

Recommendation 5: The Overview and Scrutiny Committee, as part of its monitoring regime, reviews the impact of this report in six
months’ time.
Action
Implementation/ Resources
Target date
Achievement/Completed
responsibility by required/available

Monitoring of the
accepted
recommendations –
O&S Committee 30
April 2019

48
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Tracy Tiff

6 months from
response

Agenda Item 10a

NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
30 April 2019
BRIEFING NOTE:
SCRUTINY PANEL 1 – HOMELESSNESS AND ROUGH SLEEPERS
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Since the last meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, the
Scrutiny Panel has completed its evidence gathering process.

2

UPDATE

2.1

At its April meeting the Scrutiny Panel received evidence from Midland
Heart and reviewed the precis of the evidence it has received to date.

2.2

The Chair will present the final report of the Scrutiny Panel to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its June meeting for consideration
and comment.

3

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the progress report.

Author:

Tracy Tiff, Overview and Scrutiny Officer, on behalf of Councillor Cathrine Russell, Chair,
Scrutiny Panel 1
16 April 2019
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Foreword
The objective of this Scrutiny Panel was:

To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry





To understand the work currently being undertaken by the University of Northampton,
Northampton Borough Council (NBC), and other partners regarding the move of the
University
To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical, economic and
environmental effects of the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all areas of the town, in respect
of the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of the University

The required outcomes being:


To understand the impact of the move of the University and to make
recommendations, as appropriate.

The Scrutiny Panel was made up from members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee –
Councillor Graham Walker (Chair), Councillors Sam Kilby-Shaw (Deputy Chair of the Scrutiny
Panel), Councillors Jane Birch, Gareth Eales, Penny Flavell, Dennis Meredith together with other
non-Executive Councillor Danielle Stone. The Scrutiny Panel benefitted from the expertise of the co
optee, Jane Bunce, University of Northampton.
The Scrutiny Panel received both written and spoken evidence from a wide variety of expert
advisors. Desktop research was carried out by the Scrutiny Officer. Representatives undertook site
visits to the University of Northampton, of which produced a wealth of information that informed the
evidence base of this high profile Scrutiny review. The Scrutiny Panel was very impressed by the
facilities offered at the University of Northampton at its new site.
Following the collation of the evidence, the Scrutiny Panel drew various conclusion and
recommendations that are contained in the report.
The Review took place between May 2018 and April 2019.
I would like to thank all those people acknowledged below who gave up their time and contributed to
this Review.

Councillor Graham Walker
Chair, Scrutiny Panel 2 – Impact of the Move of the University
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Acknowledgements to all those who took part in the Review: 




Councillor Sam Kilby-Shaw (Deputy Chair of the Scrutiny Panel), Councillors Gareth
Eales, Penny Flavell, Dennis Meredith and Danielle Stone. who sat with me on this
Review
Jane Bunce, co-optee, for sitting on this Scrutiny Panel
Councillor Tim Hadland (Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Enterprise),
Councillor James Hill (Deputy Cabinet Member for Planning) ,Councillor Stephen
Hibbert (Cabinet Member for Housing and Wellbeing), Councillor Anna King (Cabinet
Member for Community Engagement and Safety) and Chair of CSP, Debi Waite,
Private sector Housing Manager, Ruth Austen, Environmental Health and Licensing
Manager, Derrick Simpson, Town Centre Manager, NBC, PS Lorna Clarke and PS
Rod Williams, Northants Police, Raf Garcia, Students Union, University of
Northampton, Owen Morris and Becky Bradshaw, University of Northampton, Rob
Purdy, Executive Director, Town Centre BID, for attending a meeting of the Scrutiny
Panel and providing information to inform the Review. Buddies of Beckett’s and the
Chair of Northampton Neighbourhood Watch for providing a written response to the
core questions of the Scrutiny Panel
Councillor Roberts, Councillor Davenport, NBC, Daniel Soane, Heather Bryant, Jill
Harvey, Morcea Walker, Poppy Patterson, Millie Harley, Charlotte Millen, Gemma
Thompson, Rose Taylor, Richard King, Chris Banks, Michael Harris, Michelle Pyer
and Kim Woodbridge-Dodd, members of the public, for attending a number of the
meetings of the Scrutiny Panel, providing evidence and addressing the Panel.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the Scrutiny Panel was:
To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student
accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry






To understand the work currently being undertaken by the
University of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council
(NBC), and other partners regarding the move of the
University
To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical,
economic and environmental effects of the move of the
University
To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all
areas of the town, in respect of the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of
the University

Following approval of its work programme for 2018/2019, the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee, at its meeting in April 2018
commissioned Scrutiny Panel 2 to undertake the review – Impact of
the move of the University. An in-depth review commenced in May
2018 and concluded in March 2019.
A Scrutiny Panel was established comprising Councillor Graham
Walker (Chair); Councillor Sam Kilby-Shaw (Deputy Chair);
Councillors Jane Birch, Gareth Eales, Penny Flavell, Dennis
Meredith and Danielle Stone. Jane Bunce, Director of Student and
Academic Services, University of Northampton, was co-opted to the
review.
This review links to the Council’s corporate priorities, particularly
corporate priority - Shaping place and driving growth.

CONCLUSIONS AND KEY FINDINGS

A significant amount of evidence was heard, details of which are contained in the
report. After gathering evidence the Scrutiny Panel established that: Accommodation and Parking
5.1.1

The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that student accommodation is putting
pressure on the housing market in the town centre. Parking was another
main concern that had been raised by the public; however, the Scrutiny
Panel welcomed the work that was undertaken to rectify this by the
Highways Authority. It was realised that St John’s MSCP car park has
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reached capacity on numerous days over the past year, the University has
not had an impact on this car park at this time.
5.1.2 Evidence received showed that from the move of the University prices of
houses may be driven up by the increased demand but also agents are
struggling to fill the HIMOs in the area that students have moved away
from. Enforcement of HIMOs is good. Where there is an Article 4 Direction
in place this restricts approved HIMO numbers to 15% of properties in
those areas. Multi Agency meetings are held to ensure good quality rental
properties are promoted.
5.1.3

Parking spaces was acknowledged as adequate. There are over 1,900
spaces. It was welcomed that discussions are ongoing about an
additional park and ride car park; but should one be introduced it was
realised that this would not be immediately.

5.1.4 Evidence gathered showed that there is adequate staff parking (758
spaces) on the University site and they are also being encouraged to car
share.
Impact on Footfall
5.1.5

The potential increase to the footfall for the town was commended.

5.1.6

It was recognised that student numbers are similar to previous years just
in different locations, they would still have used the town centre, when
located out of town; however, there has not been a change to the number
of licensed premises in Kingsthorpe currently but change has occurred
around use and type rather than the number of licensed premises.
Safety Measures

5.1.7

The Scrutiny Panel welcomed the measures that the University had put in
place regarding safeguarding and safety, in particular around the
University Night club and the additional five Police Officers, paid for by the
University. There are robust partnership arrangements in place.

6.1.8

It was welcomed that the University is working with the Community Safety
Partnership (CSP.)
Traffic Flow

5.1.9

The Scrutiny Panel realised that there is a need to widen the footpath
opposite St John’s and Beckett’s Park. It was further realised that on the
first week of the opening of the new University there were some
challenges, but there are meetings on-going that continued to make sure
the reason for any challenges was ascertained and the best way they can
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be managed. The Scrutiny Panel was pleased that such meetings had
taken place and continued to take place.
5.1.10 It was noted that there are cycle routes in the town but the Scrutiny Panel
felt that these should be promoted and students encouraged to cycle.
5.1.11 The Scrutiny Panel was concerned regarding buses and traffic flow on the
Bedford Road. It was confirmed buses had been running this route for
some weeks. It was queried whether the traffic lights needed altering to
cope with the traffic. The Scrutiny Panel was aware that the Highways
Authority has put in improvements to Bedford Road.
5.1.12 It was confirmed that the traffic lights, at Bedford Road are managed by
urban traffic control and these can be altered. Certain drivers are blocking
exits and causing tailback. Victoria Promenade is where the majority of
foot traffic takes place – over bridge – Victoria Promenade and into town
centre.
Impact on the town
5.1.13 The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that the students are a benefit to the
town and the University is an excellent facility.
5.1.14 The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that the move of the University is
having a positive effect on the town, across many sectors including
culture, retail, heritage and leisure whilst acknowledging there will be an
inevitable impact on the area that students move into and the area they
leave behind.
Community
5.1.15

The Scrutiny Panel noted that in Berlin there is a huge youth centre for
age 8-25, it offers a range of services, youth parliament etc. It was felt
something similar would be fabulous to introduce in Northampton.
There is also the need for a Women’s Centre in the town and the need
to find a way to communicate with all community groups.

5.1.16

The Scrutiny Panel welcomed that the University and partners are
looking to put in a bid for Government funding to make a difference in
the town centre. Graphic design students from the University are liaising
with the BID regarding showing their work and speaking with existing
traders.

5.1.17

The Scrutiny Panel was pleased that Buddies of Beckets (BOB) has
been working with the University from the outset. A
good relationship has developed. There is a need for such a
relationship with the Buddies of Far Cotton.
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Site visit
5.1.18

From the information and evidence obtained from the site visit, the
Scrutiny Panel was impressed by the high standard of the facilities
provided and the excellent finish; the Halls of Residence will provide an
excellent facility for students. The Scrutiny Panel felt that the new site
is an asset to the town, providing facilities for all to use, such as the
café and restaurant. It was also pleased that the site is a community
site and during the visit, people walking their dogs through the site were
observed. The Scrutiny Panel was pleased that students will receive
both safety talks from the University and personal safety talks from the
Police upon their arrival.
Completion of evidence gathering

5.1.19

As evidence gathering progressed the Scrutiny Panel realised that
things are working better, at start of this Scrutiny Review there had
been major concerns, as the Review progressed the Panel has noticed
changes over a period of time, e.g. residents’ meetings at the
University. The Scrutiny Panel felt that it would be good for University to
attend residents’ meetings, particularly Far Cotton. It was
acknowledged that the University is working to rectify problems as they
arise.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The above overall
recommendations: 6.1

findings

have

formed

the

basis

for

the

following

The purpose of the Scrutiny Panel was:
To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student
accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry
 To understand the work currently being undertaken by the University
of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC), and
other partners regarding the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical, economic
and environmental effects of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all areas of the
town, in respect of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of the
University
Scrutiny Panel 2 recommends to Cabinet that:
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6.1.1

The Scrutiny Panel formally informs Cabinet from its evidence
gathering exercise, it is realised the University is an excellent facility
and the students have made a positive impact to the town centre and
in particular the night-time economy. The University has made a
positive impact with regard to the cultural experience and continue
developing relationships with the Royal and Derngate and NN Gallery
as key members of the Cultural Quarter. There has been challenges,
particularly around parking, noise and anti-social behaviour and the
University has worked with key Agencies and residents to address
these issues. From the evidence a number of recommendations are
detailed below for Cabinet’s consideration and action:
Communication

6.1.2 That good communications and engagement with the University of
Northampton, Northants Police and NBC continues.
6.1.3 That good communication and engagement continues between
community groups, such as Buddies of Beckett’s (BOB), Far Cotton
Residents’ Association and others continue to develop with the
University of Northampton and other partners.
6.1.4

That Cabinet considers ways of incentivising investment for new
provisions for students in the town centre.

6.1.5

That Cabinet explores ways in which students can become producers
of goods and services in the town centre.

6.1.6

That NBC works with Voluntary Impact Northampton (VIN) to develop
volunteering opportunities for staff and students of the University of
Northampton.

6.1.7

That Cabinet recommends to Planning Services that it reviews, and
learns from, previous Planning Decisions for the siting of student
accommodation so close to residential areas.
Recommendations to the Highways Authority, Northamptonshire
County Council

6.1.8

That the footpath opposite St John’s and Beckett’s Park is widened
and the road is classed as “dual use” whereby if pedestrians
crossing, vehicles have to stop.

6.1.9

The top part of Bedford Road is enhanced and a survey is undertaken
to assess the traffic flow for any structural improvements.

6.1.10

The traffic lights, at Bedford Road are properly managed and
monitored as some drivers block routes causing tailbacks. Highways
should look to implement a yellow box junction at this point between
Victoria Promenade, Derngate and Cliftonville.
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Recommendation to the University of Northampton
6.1.11

That the University of Northampton is asked to investigate the possibility
of using an empty unit in the town centre to showcase the University.

6.1.12

That frequent liaison with Community Groups continues; and the public
is encouraged to use the facilities on offer at the University.

6.1.13

That the University of Northampton is asked to confirm that it will
finance the Parking Permit Scheme for Thomas Chapman Grove and
Malthouse Close and to also confirm that it can provide a form of
parking enforcement for this Parking Scheme.

6.1.14

That the University of Northampton investigates the installation of a
noise barrier between the student accommodation and Thomas
Chapman Grove and Malthouse Close.
Recommendation to the Northampton BID and University of
Northampton

6.1.15

6.1.16

That the BID, University and NBC look into ways of generating
initiatives to bring community uses of empty buildings in the town
centre.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee, as part of its monitoring
regime, reviews the impact of this report in six months’ time.
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NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Overview and Scrutiny
Report of Scrutiny Panel 2 – Impact of the Move of the University
1

Purposes

1.1

The purpose of the Scrutiny Panel was:
To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student
accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry





To understand the work currently being undertaken by the
University of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC),
and other partners regarding the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical,
economic and environmental effects of the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all areas of
the town, in respect of the move of the University
To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of the
University

1.2

A copy of the scope of the Review is attached at Appendix A.

2

Context and Background

2.1

Following approval of its work programme for 2018/2019, the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee, at its meeting in April 2018 commissioned
Scrutiny Panel 2 to undertake the review – Impact of the move of the
University. An in-depth review commenced in May 2018 and concluded
in March 2019.

2.2

A Scrutiny Panel was established comprising Councillor Graham Walker
(Chair); Councillor Sam Kilby-Shaw (Deputy Chair); Councillors Jane
Birch, Gareth Eales, Penny Flavell, Dennis Meredith and Danielle Stone.
Jane Bunce, Director of Student and Academic Services, University of
Northampton, was co-opted to the review.

2.3

This review links to the Council’s corporate priorities, particularly
corporate priority - Shaping place and driving growth.

2.4

The Scrutiny Panel established that the following needed to be
investigated and linked to the realisation of the Council’s corporate
priorities:
9
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Background data, including:


Presentation to set the scene:
o Work currently being undertaken regarding the
move of the University
o Number and areas of student accommodation



Statistics:
o Financial data
o Students
o Footfall

·

Internal expert advisors:









·

External expert advisors:








·
3
3.1

Cabinet Member for Housing and Cabinet Member for
Regeneration, Enterprise and Planning, NBC
Ward Councillors, NBC
Town Centre Manager
Cabinet Member for Community Safety, NBC
Chair of the Community Safety Partnership (CSP) and the
Community Safety Team
Environmental Health and Licensing Manager
Head of Assets and Regeneration
Private Sector Housing Manager

Head of Protecting Vulnerable Persons, Northamptonshire Police
Representatives from the University of Northampton and the
Student Union, University of Northampton
Manager, Student Homes, Northampton
Letting Agencies, Northampton
Executive Director, Town Centre BID
Director, PubWatch
Residents’ Associations, groups such as Friends of Parks Groups
etc.

Site visit(s): student accommodation, University of Northampton campus
Evidence Collection
Evidence was collected from a variety of sources:
Background data

3.2

Background reports

3.2.1

Presentation to set the scene
10
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Salient points:
 Over 12,000 expected at the University
 The University recycles its own waste
 There is accommodation for 920 students on the new site, St John’s Halls
has 426, around 900 at Park campus accommodation and 250 students at
Basset Law, Georges Avenue campus. In addition, there is
accommodation around the town centre. Some students will continue to
live at home, some will commute, for example from London and Milton
Keynes. There is enough accommodation for first year students who want
to live on site, plus accommodation for 2nd and 3rd year overseas
students. Some students prefer accommodation in the town centre.
 There are good partnership arrangements in place.
 The Park and Ride facilities operates between 7am to 10pm with a bus
every ten minutes. It costs £1 a day for anyone using the service.
 Additional CCTV has been installed in the Edgar Mobbs car parks at
Sixfields, Beckett’s Park and within the University Campus. The
University will monitor the CCTV cameras within the campus. NBC
monitors all the other cameras.
 On-going work is taking place with the various Agencies regarding
emergency planning.
3.2.2

Energy Centre
Salient points:
 The Energy Centre is powered by a 995KW biomass boiler with three 4MW
gas boilers. This heat energy is connected to a highly efficient campus wide
district heating system which provides the heating and hot water to the
academic buildings and residencies. Vital Energi who installed the Energy
Centre used pro-modelling software which calculated the Energy Centre will
save 1,000 tonnes C02 per year compared to a conventional system.
 The woodchip fuel for the biomass boiler will be supplied by a local company

Wilby Tree Surgeons which will further reduce C02 from transport mileage.
Wilby Tree Surgeons also dry the wood using a biomass boiler which uses
offcuts of waste wood from trees in Northamptonshire including from the
University of Northampton estate.
 Additional energy saving measures include efficient LED lighting, adjustable
localised controls and PIR motion sensors in certain locations. The buildings
have high thermal insulation and designed to use free cooling through
natural ventilation which reduces the energy intensive use of air conditioning.
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The Senate building also received an EPC rating A which highlights these
energy efficient measures.
3.2.3

NCC Highways

3.2.3.1

Update regarding the proposed parking changes in Thomas Chapman
Grove and Malthouse Close. Salient points:
 Preliminary consultation closed on the 4th January 2019.
 Additional canvassing was undertaken with resident’s w/c 7th January
2019.
 (over 50% responses received)
 Key outcomes from the consultations showed two different parking
schemes was preferred within the two streets:

Thomas Chapman Grove Residents


68.4%

permit holder parking



54.3%

7 day restrictions



60.6%

24 hour restrictions

Malthouse Close Residents


60.9%

restricted parking (double yellows)



90.5%

7 day restrictions



85.7%

24 hour restrictions



The public notices for these proposals was advertised from 24th January
2019 with a consultation period of 21 days.



The objection period for the public notices expired 14th February 2019.



Should any objections be received the County Council will consider
these through their internal highways processes and procedures 2019.
This could take up to 4 weeks so any final decisions will be made around
the middle to late March



Any approved parking proposals will require a ‘works order’ to be raised
with the highways construction team. The standard delivery time for
these type of works are between 6-8 weeks. Therefore project
completion would be expected to be sometime in May 2019.
12
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3.3

Core Questions

3.3.1

The Scrutiny Panel presented a series of core questions for its key
witnesses over the cycle of meetings (Copy at Appendix B).

3.3.2

Key witnesses provided a response to these core questions at the
meetings of the Scrutiny Panel held on 13 September 2018, 22
November 2018 and 31 January 2019

3.3.3

Salient points of evidence:
Private Sector Housing Manager

 From a housing perspective, Officers have observed a number of changes in
the local housing market that are linked to the University’s move:


Since the University’s announcement it will be moving to Waterside, homes in
the residential areas closest to the Waterside Campus (including Far Cotton)
have been actively marketed as investment and business opportunities. At first,
house prices were relatively low but, as the opening date of the Waterside
Campus approached, prices rose to the point that many first-time buyers and
young families are now no longer able to afford to buy homes in the area.



Since issuing an Article 4 Direction for Far Cotton and Delapre, the Council has
received a significant number of planning applications to convert residential
properties into houses in multiple occupation (HMOs) in those areas close to
the Waterside Campus.



Demand for student accommodation in the areas closest to the original
University Campus (including Kingsthorpe) has reduced significantly during the
past year, and many landlords are now saying they are struggling to attract
enough students for these HMOs.



The student housing market is also being distorted by the significant amount of
new student accommodation being built and the fact the University has not
enrolled as many students as initially expected. Economic impacts. The high
demand for student housing in particular parts of the borough can inflate
property prices to the point that they are no longer affordable to first-time
buyers. This can lead to a reduction in the owner-occupied stock and the
dominance of student accommodation / HIMOs in the area. Accommodating the
demands of a student housing market can lead to the traditional retailing
functions of some local neighbourhoods being replaced by a concentration of
take-aways and discount food retailers. Conversely, this increase in demand
may also result in an increase in the range of goods, services and social /
leisure facilities available in the area. There are, of course, significant positive
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economic impacts associated with the presence of the University and a large
student population.
 The University is a major employer and has a major impact on the local
economy by creating employment opportunities, improving economic output,
increasing spending into the local and regional economy and providing a
graduate and skilled workforce. A student population constitutes a flexible parttime labour force to undertake seasonally based employment, and the goods
and service purchased by students make a significant contribution to the local
economy. There are social and cultural benefits to be gained from a large
student population, including accessibility to lifelong learning opportunities and
sporting and cultural facilities.
 Students also contribute to their local communities through volunteering work.
There are positive impacts to be had from a high demand for private rented
accommodation. As well as increasing property prices, demand for private
rented properties – especially larger properties – can provide an incentive to
improve the existing stock and bring empty properties back into use. This can
have significant regeneration impacts in neighbourhoods by improving the local
environment and introducing a new population and life back into an area.
 Environmental and physical impacts compared to other tenures, private rented
accommodation is generally of a poorer quality. Therefore, concentrations of
such stock – especially in student areas – can lead to a fall in quality of the
local environment. This is manifested in unkempt property frontages and litter
strewn over streets. Increased population densities associated with HIMOs and
shared housing – and the lifestyles that can accompany such occupants – can
place a strain on existing services such as refuse disposal and street cleansing,
as well as car parking. Anti-social behaviour and the extra pressure placed on
existing services may contribute to resentment between students and other
residents that may lead to long-term residents moving out of the local
neighbourhood.
 A concentration of student housing (especially HIMOs) can have a big impact
on neighbourhoods and a positive and negative effect on local housing
markets. HIMOs play a vital role in helping to meet the housing needs of
specific groups and the high demand for low cost, affordable housing. However,
not all HIMOs are properly managed or maintained and, where there is a high
concentration of HIMOs and/or students, this can result in unintended
consequences that create tensions in the local community. Residents and
Councillors believe that high concentrations of student housing and HIMOs may
contribute to the following issues:
 Anti-social behaviour, noise and nuisance
 Negative impacts on the physical environment and streetscape
 Pressure on local community facilities and services
14
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 Pressures on parking provision
 Increased crime
 Imbalanced and unsustainable communities


At the time the evidence was provided it was confirmed it was too early to
accurately forecast the long-term impact the University’s move to Waterside will
have on the housing stock in the Far Cotton and Delapre area or, indeed, the
Kingsthorpe area.



Anecdotally, Officers know some landlords are choosing to undertake high
quality refurbishment of their HIMOs in order to appeal to professionals who
are willing to pay a higher rent for better quality accommodation. The HIMOs
that are most difficult to let are also not necessarily of the poorest quality.
Some tenants will forego quality in favour of a lower rent.



The Council is committed to improving and enforcing housing standards in
Northampton’s private rented sector and ensuring that all HIMOs are safe, well
managed and, where appropriate, licensed. Its robust intelligence-led,
targeted approach to tackling criminal, rogue and irresponsible landlords is
applauded by the MHCLG and the Home Office which are keen for local
authorities to use the powers the Government has given them under the
Housing and Planning Act 2016. Although the housing legislation does not
empower local authorities to directly control the scale and distribution of
student accommodation and/or shared housing, the Housing Act 2004 does
provide them with the opportunity to intervene to secure improvements in the
way in which such properties are managed and maintained. The HIMO
Management Regulations 2006 impose certain duties on managers and
occupiers of all HIMOs, irrespective of whether or not the HIMO is licensable:



For managers of HIMOs, the duties relate to basic management practices (such
as providing contact details, supplying annual gas safety certificates and
providing suitable rubbish disposal facilities) and property maintenance issues
(such as fire safety, providing adequate drainage and maintaining the property
in a good condition)



For occupiers of HIMOs, the requirements relate to not hindering the manager’s
duties, not damaging the property or its contents, disposing of rubbish
adequately and complying with fire safety instructions The Housing and
Planning Act 2016 has provided local authorities with the power to impose civil
penalties of up to £30,000 per offence for a wide range of housing offences,
and to use the income generated by civil penalties and rent repayment orders
to fund housing enforcement, landlord accreditation and other private sector
housing activity. In January 2018, the Cabinet approved the expansion of the
Council’s Housing Enforcement Team and this has significantly increased the
capacity and effectiveness of the Team in dealing with the enforcement of
15
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standards in the private rented sector, especially in relation to substandard,
badly managed and unlicensed HIMOs.




Where an HIMO requires a licence, the Housing Enforcement Team will
establish its suitability in terms of the following:


The number of occupiers



The facilities (toilets, bathrooms and cooking facilities, etc)



Whether the landlord / managing agent is a ‘fit and proper person’

The arrangements for the management of the HIMO Conditions can be
attached to the HIMO licence and, where a landlord or managing agent is in
breach of their HIMO licence, the Council has the option of revoking the licence.
The Private Sector Housing Team works very effectively with a wide range of
partners and stakeholders to encourage good practice and mitigate any
negative effects of any concentrations of student housing. It hosts a wellattended Landlord Forum three times a year, and has established a Student
Housing Group with the University of Northampton, the Students’ Union, the
Northampton Student Landlord Network and DASH (Decent and Safe Housing)
to share information, develop and promote good practice, and raise awareness
amongst students of their responsibilities as tenants and good neighbours.
Environmental Health and Licensing Team
Key points of evidence:
Air pollution / air quality
The changes in the traffic flow patterns are likely to have air quality impacts
both in the area around the new campus and in the Kingsthorpe area and with
vehicle movements to dedicated park and ride sites on the western side of the
town centre. There is potential for both negative and positive impacts. The
areas around St Peters Way / Victoria Promenade and the Kingsthorpe corridor
are existing air quality management areas and ongoing of levels of NOx is
carried out using passive diffusion tubes. It will therefore be possible to obtain
objective measurements of the impact.
Noise / Antisocial Behaviour / Waste issues
The relocation of the campus is already having an impact on the location and
type of use of private rented accommodation in Northampton. It is likely that
there will be a reduction in the number of properties used for student
accommodation in the Kingsthorpe area. Some of these properties may be
used as single family homes and others will continue to be rented out by
landlords. There is potential that properties that are currently only occupied
during term time may be occupied all year round. It is also possible that the
lifestyle of some of the occupiers may not be totally compatible with that of
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some of their neighbours. There may also be a more rapid turnover of the
tenants within some properties than as student properties and this may lead to
problems with incorrect presentation of refuse and recycling as new tenants
may not be aware of collection arrangements.
In the areas closer to the Waterside campus, there is already an increase in the
number of individual properties being converted into student lets. The
occupation patterns will be different to that of single family homes and this has
the potential to lead to noise and waste complaints
The move has also resulted in the conversion of a number of larger premises in
the town centre for student accommodation. The location of these properties
may mean that occupiers are subject to unacceptable levels of external noise
from the night time economy and from activity within the town centre. It should
not be assumed that just because a property is occupied by students that it is
acceptable for it to be subject to high noise levels.
Licensing
The increase in numbers of students living in and near to the town centre
presents opportunities for the development of additional late night venues / bars
/ takeaways. The client group of existing venues is also likely to change.
These changes may impact on the workload of the Licensing team. In ensuring
that the licensing objectives are met
There is some possibility of an increase in the number of applications for
premises licences in the central part of the town and it is proposed to carry out
an investigation of the need for the development of a cumulative impact policy
as part of the ongoing review of the Council’s statement of licensing policy.
Head of Planning, NBC

 The University of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC), and
other partners have worked together to support the relocation of the
University
 The Planning Service has worked closely with the University to ensure that
the new campus has been approved and met all planning requirements to
create a sustainable and viable development. It is also continuing to work
with the University in relation to the regeneration of the existing campus
sites, including maximising the value of those in order to support the
relocation. The Council has also recently commissioned a Retail and
Leisure study, which will act as a pre-relocation benchmark upon which the
impact of the relocation can be assessed over time.
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 The development of the new campus offers the chance to make a
significant contribution to the long term viability of Northampton town centre,
encouraging a variety of retail and leisure uses, and encouraging
investment. Bringing more students into the town will develop the evening
and leisure economies, as well as promoting retailers who want to capitalise
on the potentially greater spend available.
 In planning terms, the relocation of the campus has already had an impact
on the demand for and distribution of Houses in Multiple Occupation
(HIMOs) across the town. In particular, Far Cotton and Delapre have seen
significant increases in the number of HIMOs, both before and after the
introduction of the Article 4 area, which now requires planning applications
for these changes of use. This has led to regular determinations of
planning applications at Committee, and consideration of the impact of
these on existing communities, and other matters including parking
provision, amenity issues and changes in demand on Council services.
Cabinet Member for Community Engagement and Safety


The Community Safety Partnership has a Community Safety Plan which details
how it will work, collectively with partners to tackle crime and anti-social
behaviour. The University is an active partner and is represented on the
working/tasking groups of the Community Safety Partnership, including the
Town Centre Tasking Group and the Community Safety Officers Group.



The Town Centre Task Group, consists of the following partners; Northampton
Borough Council’s Community Safety & Engagement Team, Town Centre
Manager, CCTV, Town Centre Police Sgt, the Crime Prevention Team, the
Student Union, University of Northampton, Town Centre Business Improvement
District, the Street Pastors and the Licensing Team.



The following initiatives are being developed within the working group;
Safer Routes Home initiative (the safest route has been mapped out and will be
marked to direct students from the Campus to the Town Centre and vice versa,
the route is well lit and has good CCTV coverage)
Taxi Marshalling Scheme (two taxi marshals will be funded to work on a Fri and
Sat evening, they will cover Fresher’s week, bank holidays and pay weekends)
‘Nights Out’ campaign, community safety promotional materials produced,
including a fold out leaflet with key messages on how to stay safe on a night
out, (previously this leaflet has been very popular with students), we have also
had posters, mirror wraps, social media campaigns and a torch and reusable
bag produced to help further promote community safety messages.



Community Safety Team has been working in collaboration with the University
and partner agencies to identify the anticipated effects in relation to community
safety as a result of the relocation of the University to the Town Centre. These
discussions have been focused around;
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The night-time economy, increased numbers of students in the Town Centre,
not only at the weekend, but during student nights too (Mondays and
Wednesdays) as the Student Union is in the Town Centre, potential increase in
alcohol related incidents including anti-social behaviour.
Personal safety, being vulnerable and unfamiliar with the Town Centre
(particularly relevant to new students).






Potential positive impacts for the town centre in terms of additional footfall for
businesses. Also provides additional challenges particularly in terms of policing,
waste collection and so forth.
Challenges discussed in the Town Centre Tasking Group regarding the park
and ride, and impact on town centre driving at peak time, particularly in the first
term whilst students are learning their way and previous students are adjusting
to no longer having parking available.
Increased footfall in Becket’s Park - inclusion of CCTV and lighting
improvements should benefit all park users as a result of action taken by the
university on the guidance of the crime prevention team.

Town Centre Manager


Responsible for Town Centre Operations including car parking, CCTV
management, bus station building, market, events across the Borough
and business partnership working.



The role includes engagement with businesses including the Town
Centre BID, University of Northampton, Grosvenor Management, Blue
Light Services and more. Attending partnership meetings such as the
Community Safety Partnership, Town Centre Task Group, Bus Station
Safety Group, Events Safety Advisory Group and more.



Community safety is a key aspect and collectively working with partners
we look to address and tackle anti-social behaviour across the town
centre.



The TCM has worked closely with the University across a range of
areas including public and student safety by improving the lighting and
CCTV facilities in Beckets Park; working on the safer routes campaign
which identified the key route into the town centre from the Waterside
Campus for students. Replacing obsolete CCTV facilities on Edgar
Mobbs Way to support the Park & Ride provision. The provision of the
WASH (welfare and safety hub) at the Platform for visitors to the night
time economy. Working on various marketing campaigns to support
students and residents.
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The partnership collaboration with the University and other agencies
has been ongoing for many months to identify the potential impacts the
new Waterside Campus might have on the town centre and looking for
various solutions. This included areas such as traffic management,
parking needs, emergency planning issues, economic impact on the
town and local communities, student and public safety, waste
management and environmental matters.



The town centre may see increases in traffic levels coming into the town
centre along Bedford Road from A45 as well as London Road and
around Victoria Promenade and St Peters Way.



The demand for parking spaces near to the University will be at a
premium and the additional numbers will have an extra demand on
limited spaces but the overall impact is unknown at this time.



Possible increase in pedestrian flows from the train station into the
town centre and to the University could require additional or improved
signage.



The nigh time economy will grow significantly during term time
especially around Mercers Row, Drapery and Bridge Street.



Property conversions from commercial to residential in the town centre
has already started and been approved so therefore the number of
people living within the town centre will increase.



The increase in vehicle movements and pedestrians will create
additional demands on the street cleaning.



Personal safety for residents, students, visitors and workers will be
monitored by CCTV and the police will to review their neighbourhood
policing model for the town centre.



The Waterside Campus provides an opportunity for local businesses to
attract new customers and expand their customer base. The spending
in the town centre should increase significantly with the increase in
students and residential conversions.



Many positive impacts will be seen within the town centre including
evening footfall; additional spending in local businesses throughout the
day.



These new challenges will require change from the council and other
partners such as the police as Northampton becomes more of a student
town similar to Leicester, Loughborough, Nottingham. The ability to
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adapt quickly will be needed to support the needs of the people coming
to the town centre.


The University have invested in areas including park & ride bus
services, improving CCTV coverage, new lighting, policing resources on
the campus and engaging with community groups.



Partners should manage change effectively and avoid any ‘knee-jerk’
reactions to ensure any changes are managed carefully. When the
University opens challenges around park and ride facilities, parking for
workers, shoppers and visitors, road access into the town will all have
to be monitored.



Beckets Park will see significant increases in footfall and the additional
CCTV and lighting improvements will benefit all users of the park.



Far Cotton - there is a potential for students to use roads close to the
campus for parking.



Support will be required for the 700+ Park Campus students and 200+
Avenue campus students.



Park & Ride facilities at Edgar Mobbs Way provides buses to Park &
Avenue sites at intervals of 10-15 minutes throughout the day



The new housing development planned for park campus will support the
local businesses in time.



There are significant opportunities for businesses to maximise the
opportunities the new Waterside Campus provides.

Chair of Northampton Neighbourhood Watch


Whilst the Chair of Northampton Neighbourhood Watch understands the need
for security, the amount of light pollution coming from this site has dramatically
increased. This will be further increased when the planned housing
development takes place. Delapre Park has a lot of wildlife, such as bats, owls,
foxes, monk jack deer, much of which is nocturnal and some of which is also
protected. I would suggest that advice needs to be sought as to long term
impact from light pollution on the wildlife.



As a resident of Delapre Park, the Chair of the Northampton Neighbourhood
Watch has seen an increase in Anti-Social Behaviour, examples of this have
been what appear to have been using the university grounds and Ramsome
road as a circuit for motor cycle riding, the last instance was week commencing
31st December 2018.
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There has been issues with fireworks being let off at the lake end of the park,
not on the 5th November 2018, this is illegal in a NBC park. As the Chair of
Delapre PMC he have asked that students be made aware of the Park rules
that exist not only for their own safety, but also to protect the parkland.



The Chair has attended several meetings of local residents both in his capacity
as a resident and as Chair of Northampton Neighbourhood Watch.



Parking in the wider area in general, and more specifically in the streets
surrounding the university. Parking is already a problem with many town centre
workers and station users parking in the local streets. How this facility could
have been allowed to have been developed with no parking facility for students
or allowing buses to turn around on site, needs to be addressed.



Anti-Social Behaviour, including verbal abuse and excessive noise, from
students returning from the town centre at night.



If the main entrance is from Bedford Road, why is so much vehicular traffic
being directed to use the entrance off New South Bridge Road.
Buddies of Beckett’s


Buddies of Beckets (BOB), the non-profit group of volunteers was
formed in 2016 and that aims to improve Beckets Park and encourage
greater community usage, has been liaising with the University of
Northampton from since it was formed. In particular, it has worked very
closely with the Executive Officer, Office of the Vice Chancellor.



BOB believes the effects of the University move has been, in the main,
very positive. Physically the University fits in very well with its
surroundings. Its design is attractive and complements the Avon
building and the river. Although some people complain about the
pedestrian bridge’s colour/lack of paint, it is a lovely link between the
park and University and I think blends into the environment. The
University has been monitoring the wildlife and have no concerns
regarding that.



The profile of Beckets Park has been enhanced by the move with a lot
more interest in the park and BOB being generated.



There is a lot more footfall through Beckets Park. This is mostly along
the path that leads from Victoria Promenade to the University
pedestrian footbridge. This footpath has been enhanced with improved
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lighting and CCTV coverage. Other paths have seen an increase as
well – from the North end near Cheyne Walk and by Nunn Mills
entrance. The majority of students, staff and visitors entering Beckets
Park use the pedestrian bridge. This location has an improved
atmosphere to it as it is being regularly used and with the improvements
to lighting and CCTV and also fencing supplied by NBC, it feels
markedly safer than it was a couple of years ago.


BOB is currently working on recommendations for the whole park which
will include improvements to the signage at this location and completion
of some additional fencing.



Beckets Park has not experienced students using the park during the
summer months yet. BOB however does not envisage any major issues
with the students in the summer.



BOB will be recommending designated BBQ areas in Midsummer
Meadow area. The location has been suggested partly because many
park users want BBQ facilities close by and partly to keep Beckets Park
an open space clear of clutter for community events and general
enjoyment.



For BOB, the move has helped raise the profile of Beckets Park and our
own group. This has been positive.



There are also many opportunities for BOB to collaborate with the
University students and staff on a whole host of activities and subjects.
This includes providing students experience in event management and
planning as BOB organises and supports many community events in
the park, landscape and horticultural experience as well as general
volunteering such as for charity events, litter picks, gardening etc.



The University has helped provide soil and some plants for our park
planters. They have provided some funding and practical support for
our community events. We have a good information flow.



The University has provided space and facilities for meetings. BOB has
held a successful AGM last year there and a number of Beckets Park
Management Meetings have also been held at the University. These
meetings bring NBC, partners and interested parties together every few
months to discuss Beckets Park and allocate tasks according to the
Park’s Action Plan.



BOB’s only concern is that should the Executive Officer ever leave the
University, his replacement might not be as enthusiastic or supportive
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and, although BOB has other University staff contacts, his involvement
with BOB and Beckets Park to date has been invaluable. His hard work
should be acknowledged.
Ward Councillor
One Ward Councillor provided a response to the core questions of the Scrutiny
Panel, key points:
 Having a University in Northampton brings tremendous benefit to the
town. It provides a cultural and social hub and brings high value
professional jobs to the town.


Simply having a University encourages other investments.



The move to the new Waterside Campus has caused some disruption
but when things settle down it is felt that this huge investment will bring
benefits both to the town and the University. The investment has
already generated jobs in the construction industry and improved the
environment and infrastructure in a long neglected corner of the town.
It is hoped Northampton will become increasingly known as a town with
a riverside rather than a place with river.



The closure of the Park Avenue campus will bring challenges for the
communities that surround them but there is great opportunity to
develop new communities on these sites which are in sustainable
locations near to parks and open spaces.



NBC should work with UNO to provide sustainable public transport for
Northampton

University Policing Team


A Team of five Police officers who all work solely within the University of
Northampton. They are based at the Waterside Campus, but cover all 5
University sites across Northampton. The team works very closely with campus
security supporting any issues that would affect both our departments.



Students have settled well into the Waterside Campus and are used to seeing
the team out and about, we are developing a positive relationship with the
students to encourage engagement and flow of information. The bulk of the
team’s work at the University relates to crime investigation/disruption and
prevention.



The University has a unique demographic in that the bulk of the students living
on site are aged 18-21. Although they live across 4 of the University sites their
move onto waterside has been the most disruptive for the residents of this area
as they are not at all used to this.
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There is increased tensions between residents off the New South Bridge Road
entrance to the University and they have raised several complaints with police
and the University about parking and anti-social behaviour. The University has
arranged residents meeting to acknowledge and then try and address these
concerns, but this will be an ongoing piece of work.



Police are supporting by disrupting any criminal behaviour on the campus, we
have taken steps wherever possible to identify suspects and proceed against
them where evidence supports. Where this is not possible we assist with
collating the evidence for the discipline procedures. This supports the
university by enabling them to take tough action against those few students
who are intent on causing disturbance to others and in the long term will make
for a better environment at the University for both the students and the
residents.



The students do spend their money in the local area, they can often be seen off
campus in the nearby shops, which supports the local business to this site. I
am not aware on an increase in criminality at these business.



This move has increased the footfall to all local business, St Leonards Road is
nearby and contains a lot of small ‘unbranded’ business and students can often
be seen in and around this area and will shop local to this site. They also now
have easy access to the town centre and I understand the night-time economy
has seen additional numbers especially around student nights, which is now
Monday and Wednesday.



Beckets Park has also had an increase of CCTV and lighting as a result of the
move with the ‘safe-route’ for students running up the westerly edge. During
the daytime the park also has more people using it from the students attending
the site.



The main challenges are around the parking and anti-social behaviour that local
residents are struggling with. Police and the University are working with
residents to work through solutions to try and tackle this issue.



The team specifically are looking to disrupt drug dealing in this area, this is not
a new issue to this area, but would have increased with the move of the
university.



The Team is tackling this on the streets around this area but also our presence
on campus means we can address this from the inside. The Team is actively
targeting anyone who has infiltrated the University purely for criminal means.



The move of the University has bought a huge change to the residents of Far
Cotton, this was always going to happen, but the University is engaging with
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them to support them through. This will settle down in time but will be assisted
by some positive changes, especially in terms of parking.


The other side of the University is parkland and the larger business’ off Bedford
Road, and there have been minimal issues this side.



The easier access to the town centre means the students can access and
financially support services and business there. Them now easily accessing
the ‘High Street’ rather than out of town shopping areas, can only bring a much
needed boost to this area.



While there are clearly some challenges with putting this many students into a
new location The Team Leader believes the wider picture as above, and with
the introduction of the policing team at the university, should result in overall
this move being positive.

Representatives from the University of Northampton and the Student Union,
University of Northampton
The University of Northampton work with Northampton Borough Council
(NBC), and other partners to support the relocation of the University:











The Director of Student and Academic Services is a member of the
Scrutiny Panel;
The Chief Operating Officer is a member of the SEMLEP Board;
The Director of Student and Academic Services is a member of the
Enterprise Zone Executive Group
The University is engaged with the Northampton Landlords’ Association;
The Students’ Union has established a vulnerability centre at The Platform
for vulnerable adults on a night out;
The University is engaged with various Residents’ Associations, most
particularly Far Cotton;
There is a University member on the Park Management Committees for
both Beckets and Delapre;
The Students’ Union is engaged with Pubwatch;
The University is engaged with Street Angels;
The President of the Students’ Union is involved in the Knife Crime Group.

 Social – in addition to sporting facilities on campus (which we are hoping to
make available to members of the public once the timetable has settled),
the University has been working with a range of sporting organisations
including:
o Northampton Town Football Club – of which the University is principal
sponsor;
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o Northampton Rugby Club – of which the University was a former sponsor
and is re-establishing links;
o Northampton Leisure Trust – which provides discounted access to the
Cripps Recreation Centre for University staff and students.
Cultural – the University is increasing its relationship with Royal and
Derngate and NN Gallery as key members of the Cultural Quarter. The
University has also been working with the Heritage Lottery Fund in relation
to the grant for the Engine Shed on campus and associated historical walks
and presentations which have been delivered by the researcher on the
project. Members of the public are also able to access selected learning
resources on campus as Associate Members of the library.
Physical – the University’s relocation has created brand new buildings and
a refurbished Grade 2 listed building in Northampton town centre. There is
now improved access to the south of the river at Beckets Park via the
footbridge and an alternative access to the Avon Building via the University
bridge on University Drive. There are almost 1,000 bed spaces on campus
for students and a 32-bedroom hotel for members of the public to use.
Economic – in two reports published in 2015, it was identified that the
University created a total economic impact of £244million in Northampton,
with a further £45million in the rest of Northamptonshire. A further report
exploring the university’s social impact detailed how, by embedding social
initiatives throughout its work, the University has delivered student
volunteering worth over £800,000 to the local community and supported a
total number of 3,172 clients to set up their own social enterprises or
businesses.
Environmental – the University took the active decision not to provide
parking for students, to introduce a park and ride for staff and students, to
adopt green energy in the fuelling of the campus and actively promote
cycling onto and around campus. In addition, there will be a positive effect
on the environment around Boughton Green Road where the former Park
Campus was based.

Positive impact of the relocation
The relocation of the University is having a positive Impact on footfall in the
town centre and is likely to lead to increased use of the facilities based in the
town centre such as the restaurants and bars. Supermarkets near to the
campus are likely to see an increase in sales and in addition the on-campus
supermarket, McColl’s is available to the public and also includes a post office
open from 7.30am-11pm which is a community asset.
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The campus has been built on a derelict Brownfield site which has created a
new space within the town centre and improved access to Delapre Park via
the public right of way. The campus has architecturally relevant buildings and
grounds which are providing an attraction to those visiting the campus.
The relocation can also be seen as a positive in Kingsthorpe where, in addition
to the 900 bed-spaces still occupied by the University, homes are going to be
located on the space previously occupied by the University, which is in
keeping with the locality and will provide additional sales to those shops in the
north of the town.
Waterside has its own health centre which provides students with access to a
doctor on site rather than in an existing surgery.
Challenges:
The current challenges identified by the University relate to the impact of the
relocation on local residents and on parking and road use in and around the
campus.
Executive Director, Town Centre BID
o The Northampton Town Centre BID (Business Improvement District),
with other key stakeholders, has been involved in the final planning
stages of the UoN move to Waterside from late 2017 through 2018,
Throughout this period the BID worked closely with colleagues, including
the University, to understand the potential opportunities and challenges
that may be presented by the new Campus and a large cohort of
students and staff. In particular, the Town Centre Task Force group
acted as a liaison point to discuss progress and issues as they
developed culminating in the opening of the Campus and the first
fresher’s week which, unusually, took place in the Town Centre on
Market Square providing a clear example to traders of the potential of
this new and significant target market. Also, the BID have established a
close working relationship with the Students Union base at the Platform
in Georges Row.
o It is still very early to try and establish specific opinions as the students
(and staff) have needed time to “bed down” in the new facility and for
students in particular to find their way around the town and discover what
it has to offer.
o From a social and cultural perspective having a younger and diverse
cohort of this size in the town can add to the vibrancy of the area. A
major initiative should be to get as many students as possible to connect
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into local community and cultural events so that “town & gown” is
seamless.
o The Campus as a physical entity is impressive and gives a nice balance
of contemporary and modern architecture set against the history and
heritage of a Market town. It is important that there is a metaphorical
“bridge” between the Campus and town so that both can feed from one
another. Better signposting and access between the two area’s would
help enormously.
o Economically footfall seems to have strengthened from the south
entrance to the town but needs to be better monitored. Fresher’s showed
the potential power of the student group. Anecdotally staff seem less
inclined to visit the town centre. Traders need to be more relevant to
these groups as there is money to be spent.
o Environmentally there seems to have been little impact apart from
around St. John’s Hall of Residence.
o Positive Impacts: For the town centre it is the sheer number of people
engaged in the University within close proximity to the town who could
be spending with our local traders. The Campus in its self can be an
attractor for the town and the BID need to recognise the need to present
a welcoming and functional centre that is attractive to this audience (and
their parents/sponsors) so that both can be successful. Other major
positives are building closer working relationships with both the
Academic and Management groups at UoN as the BID share similar
goals and there is a vast reservoir of talent and knowledge that the BID
can utilise to help with our re-generation/event/community idea’s -not
least in capturing the enthusiasm and energy of young, talented and
committed students with direction from highly qualified academics. The
opportunity to use the University to re-focus the town’s activities to the
South/west rather than North/East is something worth more considered
attention.
o Challenges: Overcoming a perception that our offer isn’t strong enough
to attract spend into town -particularly from staff. Getting traders to
understand that students do have significant spending power and are an
attractive alternative at a time when consumer purchase behaviour is
changing and impacting bricks and mortar traders.
o The area around St Johns Halls of residence does give rise to some
concern as there have been a number of “incidents” and there are
growing concerns of a drug culture gaining a foothold. To nip this in the
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bud there needs to be a more visible Police presence to support the UoN
Policing group and the Community Safety teams.
o The BID has already well connected and are focussed on working more
closely with UoN to provide a town that will help them attract higher
qualified intakes and that in turn will spend in the local centre rather than
on-line or out of town.
o It is important that this purchasing capability is underpinned by a genuine
team approach to engaging the students and staff of the UoN into the
daily fabric of life in the town and creating events and initiatives that build
real strong ties between the traders and businesses located close to the
campus and the students and staff.
Public Comments


Salient points were around:




Problems particularly with parking.
There is a real need for there to be communication between residents and the
University.
There is a need to stop students parking in residential streets; the University
needs to step in and assist.
A petition was presented to the Scrutiny Panel to feed through the appropriate
channels.
Residents want to welcome the students and work together but they are
concerned regarding parking and anti-social behaviour. There is a need for
regular communication with residents. Liaison with the University, students and
residents is important.
It was commented that residents from Thomas Chapman Grove were
supportive of residents parking permits and are aware there would be a cost
involved.
Residents also have issues with anti-social behaviour and parking on footpaths.
He commented on the need for the consultation to start.
The University and community need to work together and public events held on
the University campus would be useful. Multi Agency events should be held.
There is a need for double yellow lines in Malthouse Close. The University had
made a number of commitments but these had not been actioned.
The University had provided residents with the contact details of Security Staff
on site but the Officers are unable to leave site
CCTV cameras had been installed in Malthouse Close but students now move
further into the Close away from the cameras.
It was welcomed that the Police was working with the university and checking
vehicle registrations of vehicles that are parked around the University in
residential areas. The University worked hard on this.
Many residents still getting problems such as ASB and parking and there is a
need to look at better planning in future e.g. the feasibility of halls that back
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onto Malt House Close - there is a need to put in something to stop noise
travelling.
3.4

Site Visit – University of Northampton

3.4.1 Representatives of the Scrutiny Panel, together with the Town Centre
Manager and the Scrutiny Officer, visited the University on Wednesday, 8
August 2018.
3.4.2 The site visit walked from the Guildhall to the University, noting along the way
that it was expected that this would be a popular walking route for students from
the University to the town centre, through Beckett’s park.
3.4.3 The University site will be a community site, whereby people can walk around
the site. There is a public right of way through the site to Delapre. People can
also sign up to formal visits and tours of the University. ID cards will be issued
to all visitors.
3.4.4 There are three bus routes to and from the University.
3.4.5 The site visit observed various areas of the University:
Sports Dome
A temporary multi-purpose facility, with a lifespan of around 10 years
For student use and teaching
Sports Science Pavilion
Comprises Labs, changing rooms and teaching facilities
Students Union Area
Unlicensed
Social Space
Student Town House
Communal kitchen, dining and lounge area
Kitchen has two cookers, three fridge freezers, one microwave
12 bedrooms and two shared bathrooms
Bedding/pots/pans/cutlery is not provided
Students sign up to communal living
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Cost: £138 per week
Launderette
Students can use the launderette
Sunley Hotel
32 bedded hotel on site – anyone can stay here
Parking is currently in the town centre, although it is expected most residents
will use public transport
Chaplaincy
Two prayer rooms
Health Centre
Acknowledged that mental health issues are increasing in students
Student Reception
Keys and ID cards issues
Signage
Excellent signage around the site
Corporate Entertaining Space
Excellent facility
Library
Excellent facility with provision of work space, charging points and plugs
Lots of space for students to work
There is also a role play area regarding health psychology and criminal justice.
Paramedic Science
Excellent facility with a top of the range, new ambulance on site

Sensory Deprivation Room
For use in health psychology
Occupational Therapy and Education areas
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Superb facilities provided
Restaurant and Café
Will be open to anyone to use
Visitor Centre with Shop
Provision for both students and visitors
Car Parking
758 spaces on site. Investigations are taking place for a park and ride at the
east of the town.
Within the first week of arrival students are visited and given a talk on safety,
including kitchen safety. The Police will also give them a talk around personal
safety.
4

Equality Impact Assessment

4.1

Overview and Scrutiny ensures that it adheres to the Council’s statutory
duty to provide the public with access to Scrutiny reports, briefing notes,
agendas, minutes and other such documentation. Meetings of the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee and its Scrutiny Panels are widely
publicised, i.e. on the Council’s website, copies issued to the local media
and paper copies are made available in the Council’s One Stop Shop
and local libraries.

4.2

The Scrutiny Panel was mindful of the eight protected characteristics
when undertaking this scrutiny activity so that any recommendations that
it made could identify potential positive and negative impacts on any
particular sector of the community. This was borne in mind as the
Scrutiny Panel progressed with the review and evidence gathered.

4.3

So that the Scrutiny Panel obtains a wide range of views, a number of key
witnesses provided evidence as detailed in section 3 of this report.

4.4

Details of the Equality Impact Assessment undertaken can be located on
the Overview and Scrutiny webpage.
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5

Conclusions and Key Findings

5.1

After all of the evidence was collated the following conclusions were drawn:
Accommodation and Parking

5.1.1

The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that student accommodation is putting
pressure on the housing market in the town centre. Parking was another
main concern that had been raised by the public; however, the Scrutiny Panel
welcomed the work that was undertaken to rectify this by the Highways
Authority. It was realised that St John’s MSCP car park has reached capacity
on numerous days over the past year, the University has not had an impact on
this car park at this time.

5.1.2 Evidence received showed that from the move of the University prices of
houses may be driven up by the increased demand but also agents are
struggling to fill the HIMOs in the area that students have moved away from.
Enforcement of HIMOs is good. Where there is an Article 4 Direction in place
this restricts approved HIMO numbers to 15% of properties in those areas.
Multi Agency meetings are held to ensure good quality rental properties are
promoted.
5.1.3

Parking spaces was acknowledged as adequate. There are over 1,900
spaces. It was welcomed that discussions are ongoing about an additional
park and ride car park; but should one be introduced it was realised that this
would not be immediately.

5.1.4 Evidence gathered showed that there is adequate staff parking (758 spaces)
on the University site and they are also being encouraged to car share.
Impact on Footfall
5.1.5

The potential increase to the footfall for the town was commended.

5.1.6

It was recognised that student numbers are similar to previous years just in
different locations, they would still have used the town centre, when located
out of town; however, there has not been a change to the number of licensed
premises in Kingsthorpe currently but change has occurred around use and
type rather than the number of licensed premises.
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Safety Measures
5.1.7

The Scrutiny Panel welcomed the measures that the University had put in
place regarding safeguarding and safety, in particular around the University
Night club and the additional five Police Officers, paid for by the University.
There are robust partnership arrangements in place.

6.1.8

It was welcomed that the University is working with the Community Safety
Partnership (CSP.)
Traffic Flow

5.1.9

The Scrutiny Panel realised that there is a need to widen the footpath opposite
St John’s and Beckett’s Park. It was further realised that on the first week of
the opening of the new University there were some challenges, but there are
meetings on-going that continued to make sure the reason for any challenges
was ascertained and the best way they can be managed. The Scrutiny Panel
was pleased that such meetings had taken place and continued to take place.

5.1.10 It was noted that there are cycle routes in the town but the Scrutiny Panel felt
that these should be promoted and students encouraged to cycle.
5.1.11 The Scrutiny Panel was concerned regarding buses and traffic flow on the
Bedford Road. It was confirmed buses had been running this route for some
weeks. It was queried whether the traffic lights needed altering to cope with
the traffic. The Scrutiny Panel was aware that the Highways Authority has put
in improvements to Bedford Road.
5.1.12 It was confirmed that the traffic lights, at Bedford Road are managed by urban
traffic control and these can be altered. Certain drivers are blocking exits and
causing tailback. Victoria Promenade is where the majority of foot traffic takes
place – over bridge – Victoria Promenade and into town centre.
Impact on the town
5.1.13 The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that the students are a benefit to the town
and the University is an excellent facility.
5.1.14 The Scrutiny Panel acknowledged that the move of the University is having a
positive effect on the town, across many sectors including culture, retail,
heritage and leisure whilst acknowledging there will be an inevitable impact on
the area that students move into and the area they leave behind.
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Community
5.1.15

The Scrutiny Panel noted that in Berlin there is a huge youth centre for age
8-25, it offers a range of services, youth parliament etc. It was felt
something similar would be fabulous to introduce in Northampton. There is
also the need for a Women’s Centre in the town and the need to find a way
to communicate with all community groups.

5.1.16

The Scrutiny Panel welcomed that the University and partners are looking to
put in a bid for Government funding to make a difference in the town centre.
Graphic design students from the University are liaising with the BID
regarding showing their work and speaking with existing traders.

5.1.17

The Scrutiny Panel was pleased that Buddies of Beckets (BOB) has been
working with the University from the outset. A
good relationship has developed. There is a need for such a relationship
with the Buddies of Far Cotton.
Site visit

5.1.18

From the information and evidence obtained from the site visit, the Scrutiny
Panel was impressed by the high standard of the facilities provided and the
excellent finish; the Halls of Residence will provide an excellent facility for
students. The Scrutiny Panel felt that the new site is an asset to the town,
providing facilities for all to use, such as the café and restaurant. It was
also pleased that the site is a community site and during the visit, people
walking their dogs through the site were observed. The Scrutiny Panel was
pleased that students will receive both safety talks from the University and
personal safety talks from the Police upon their arrival.
Completion of evidence gathering

5.1.19

As evidence gathering progressed the Scrutiny Panel realised that things
are working better, at start of this Scrutiny Review there had been major
concerns, as the Review progressed the Panel has noticed changes over a
period of time, e.g. residents’ meetings at the University. The Scrutiny
Panel felt that it would be good for University to attend residents’ meetings,
particularly Far Cotton. It was acknowledged that the University is working
to rectify problems as they arise.
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6

Recommendations

6.1

The purpose of the Scrutiny Panel was:
To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student
accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry
 To understand the work currently being undertaken by the University of
Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC), and other partners
regarding the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical, economic and
environmental effects of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all areas of the
town, in respect of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of the
University
Scrutiny Panel 2 recommends to Cabinet that:
6.1.1

The Scrutiny Panel formally informs Cabinet from its evidence gathering
exercise, it is realised the University is an excellent facility and the
students have made a positive impact to the town centre and in particular
the night-time economy. The University has made a positive impact with
regard to the cultural experience and continue developing relationships
with the Royal and Derngate and NN Gallery as key members of the
Cultural Quarter. There has been challenges, particularly around parking,
noise and anti-social behaviour and the University has worked with key
Agencies and residents to address these issues. From the evidence a
number of recommendations are detailed below for Cabinet’s
consideration and action:
Communication

6.1.2 That good communications and engagement with the University of
Northampton, Northants Police and NBC continues.
6.1.3 That good communication and engagement continues between community
groups, such as Buddies of Beckett’s (BOB), Far Cotton Residents’
Association and others continue to develop with the University of
Northampton and other partners.
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6.1.4

That Cabinet considers ways of incentivising investment for new provisions
for students in the town centre.

6.1.5

That Cabinet explores ways in which students can become producers of
goods and services in the town centre.

6.1.6

That NBC works with Voluntary Impact Northampton (VIN) to develop
volunteering opportunities for staff and students of the University of
Northampton.

6.1.7

That Cabinet recommends to Planning Services that it reviews, and learns
from, previous Planning Decisions for the siting of student accommodation
so close to residential areas.
Recommendations to the Highways Authority, Northamptonshire
County Council

6.1.8

That the footpath opposite St John’s and Beckett’s Park is widened and
the road is classed as “dual use” whereby if pedestrians crossing, vehicles
have to stop.

6.1.9

The top part of Bedford Road is enhanced and a survey is undertaken to
assess the traffic flow for any structural improvements.

6.1.10

The traffic lights, at Bedford Road are properly managed and monitored as
some drivers block routes causing tailbacks. Highways should look to
implement a yellow box junction at this point between Victoria Promenade,
Derngate and Cliftonville.
Recommendation to the University of Northampton

6.1.11

That the University of Northampton is asked to investigate the possibility of
using an empty unit in the town centre to showcase the University.

6.1.12

That frequent liaison with Community Groups continues; and the public is
encouraged to use the facilities on offer at the University.

6.1.13

That the University of Northampton is asked to confirm that it will finance
the Parking Permit Scheme for Thomas Chapman Grove and Malthouse
Close and to also confirm that it can provide a form of parking enforcement
for this Parking Scheme.

6.1.14

That the University of Northampton investigates the installation of a noise
barrier between the student accommodation and Thomas Chapman Grove
and Malthouse Close.
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Recommendation to the Northampton BID and University of
Northampton
6.1.15

That the BID, University and NBC look into ways of generating initiatives
to bring community uses of empty buildings in the town centre.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

6.1.16

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee, as part of its monitoring regime,
reviews the impact of this report in six months’ time.
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Appendices
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
SCRUTINY PANEL 2 – The Move of the University of
Northampton
Appendix A
1. Purpose/Objectives of the Review
To review the impact on the town and local areas; including student
accommodation
Key Lines of Enquiry
 To understand the work currently being undertaken by the University
of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC), and other
partners regarding the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the social, cultural, physical, economic
and environmental effects of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the challenges, including all areas of the
town, in respect of the move of the University
 To gain an understanding of the implications of the move of the
University

2. Outcomes Required


To understand the impact of the move of the University and to make
recommendations, as appropriate.

3. Information Required







Background data
Background reports
Best practice data
Desktop research
Evidence from expert internal witnesses
Evidence from expert external witnesses
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Site visits (if applicable)

4. Format of Information


Background data, including:


Presentation to set the scene:



Work currently being undertaken regarding the move
of the University
Number and areas of student accommodation
Statistics:
Financial data
Students
Footfall



Internal expert advisors:











Cabinet Member for Housing and Cabinet Member for
Regeneration, Enterprise and Planning, NBC
Ward Councillors, NBC
Town Centre Manager
Cabinet Member for Community Safety, NBC
Chair of the Community Safety Partnership (CSP) and
the Community Safety Team
Environmental Health and Licensing Manager
Head of Assets and Regeneration
Private Sector Housing Manager

External expert advisors:








Head
of
Protecting
Vulnerable
Persons,
Northamptonshire Police
Representatives from the University of Northampton and
the Student Union, University of Northampton
Manager, Student Homes, Northampton
Letting Agencies, Northampton
Executive Director, Town Centre BID
Director, PubWatch
Residents’ Associations, groups such as Friends of Parks
Groups etc.
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Site visit(s): student accommodation, University of Northampton
campus

5. Methods Used to Gather Information








Minutes of meetings
Desktop research
Site visits
Officer reports
Presentations
Examples of best practice
Witness Evidence: Key witnesses as detailed in section 4 of this scope

6. Co-Options to the Review


Terry Neville, Chief Operating Officer, University of Northampton, to be
approached suggesting that he, or his representative, is co-opted to
this Review for its life.

7. Community Impact Screening Assessment


A Community Impact Screening Assessment to be undertaken on the
scope of the Review

8. Evidence gathering Timetable
May 2018 – March 2019


29 May 2018

- Scoping meeting




12 July
13 September

- Evidence gathering
- Evidence gathering



22 November

- Evidence gathering





31 January 2019
11 February
21 March

- Evidence gathering
- Evidence gathering
- Approval final report

Various site visits will be programmed during this period, if required.
Meetings to commence at 6.00 pm
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9.

Responsible Officers

Peter Baguley, Head of Planning
Marion Goodman, Head of Customers and Cultural Services
Tracy Tiff, Scrutiny Officer

10.

Final report presented by:

Completed by March 2019. Presented by the Chair of the Panel to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee and then to Cabinet.

11.

Monitoring procedure:

Review the impact of the
November/December 2019)

report
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after

six months

(approximately

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Appendix B
SCRUTINY PANEL 2 – The Move of the University of Northampton

The Scrutiny Panel is currently undertaking a review: The Move of the
University of Northampton
The purpose of the Review is to review the impact on the town and local
areas; including student accommodation
CORE QUESTIONS:
A series of key questions have been put together to inform the evidence base
of the Scrutiny Panel:
1 Please provide information of the work being undertaken by:
The University of Northampton, Northampton Borough Council (NBC),
and other partners to support the relocation of the University (specific
organisation to be put to the specific expert advisor e.g NBC to the
Cabinet Member)
2 Please provide your opinion on the social, cultural, physical, economic
and environmental effects of the move of the University. Please can
you aim to keep your response to this question to a maximum of 250
words
3 Please provide your views on the positive impact and challenges,
across the various areas of the town, in respect of the move of the
University. (NB the various areas such as town centre, Bedford Road,
Far Cotton, Beckett’s Park, Avenue Campus, Park Campus,
Kingsthorpe village will be included in this core question to the
relevant expert advisor)
4 Do you have any other information, concerns or suggestions you wish
to raise in relation to the move of the University of Northampton?
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Agenda Item 10c

NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
30 April 2019
BRIEFING NOTE:
SCRUTINY PANEL 3 - NORTHAMPTON POST UNITARY
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Since the last meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, the
Scrutiny Panel has completed its evidence gathering process.

2

UPDATE

2.1

At its March meeting the Scrutiny Panel received evidence from the Chair
of the Northampton Interfaith Forum.

2.2

The Chair will present the final report of the Scrutiny Panel to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its June meeting for consideration
and comment.

3

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the progress report.

Author:

Tracy Tiff, Overview and Scrutiny Officer, on behalf of Councillor Brian Sargeant, Chair,
Scrutiny Panel 3
16 April 2019
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Agenda Item 10d

NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
30 April 2019
BRIEFING NOTE:
SCRUTINY PANEL 4 – ADULT SOCIAL CARE
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Since the last meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, the
Scrutiny Panel has completed its evidence gathering process.

2

UPDATE

2.1

At its April meeting the Scrutiny Panel comprised the core questions that it
would put to Officers at its site visit in mid-April. This will complete the
evidence gathering process for the Scrutiny review.

2.2

The Chair will present the final report of the Scrutiny Panel to the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its June meeting for consideration
and comment.

3

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the progress report.

Author:

Tracy Tiff, Overview and Scrutiny Officer, on behalf of Councillor Zoe Smith, Chair,
Scrutiny Panel 4
16 April 2019
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Agenda Item 11

NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
30 April 2019
BRIEFING NOTE:
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY – EVALUATION OF O&S REPORTS
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Since the last meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, the
Working Group has held its final evidence gathering.

2

UPDATE

2.1

At the meeting held on the Committee evaluated the effectiveness of the
following reports:

.
2006/07
Homelessness (rough sleepers) task and finish group
2010/11
Sheltered Housing and Housing Options for Older People
2011/12
Independent Living Strategy
2016/17
Homelessness (Pre-Decision Scrutiny)

2.2

A final meeting of the Working Group is scheduled in May to approve its
report; the Chair will then present the report to the Committee for its
consideration and approval.

3

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the progress report.
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Author:

Tracy Tiff, Overview and Scrutiny Officer, on behalf of Councillor Jamie Lane, Chair
11 April 2019
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Agenda Item 12
Northampton Borough Council
Overview and Scrutiny

Overview and Scrutiny Committee
30 April 2019
Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme 2019/2020
1

Background

1.1

An annual Overview and Scrutiny work programming event is held. It is
an opportunity for non-Executive Councillors to consider ideas for the
Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme for the year.

1.2

The event for 2019/2020 was held on 4 March 2019.

2

Work Programme Event 2019

2.1

The Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee opened the event
and explained how the event would work. Heads of Service, together
with other Officers, provided assistance to Councillors when they
considered suggested issues for review.

2.2

Cabinet Members informed the event of their priorities and objectives for
the year

2.3

Councillors considered:
 The suggestions put forward by the public and the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee for future Scrutiny
review
 Cabinet’s priorities
 Councillor’s own ideas

2.4

Over fifty suggestions for future Scrutiny review were put forward by
members of the public.
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3

Suggested Reviews for inclusion on the Overview and Scrutiny
Work Programme 2019/2020

3.1

In three Groups, Councillors, supported by a Head of Service, put
forward suggested issues for inclusion on the Overview and Scrutiny
work programme 2019/2020.

3.2

The Work Programme Event agreed that it would recommend the
following reviews for consideration for 2019/2020.


Supporting vulnerable residents and supporting care
leavers, including knife crime.



Facilities for students and how information is presented to
the public.



Addressing food poverty, e.g. food recycling, grown your
own, work with supermarkets.



Understanding the role of NPH – review operational
issues.

Reports to future meetings of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
It is suggested to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee that reports will
be requested to future meetings of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
on the following topics:




3.2

Public transport usage review – including buses, trains and parking
Protecting the wildlife in the borough (parks and building focus)
Effectiveness of the transfer of community centres
Monitoring of the Environmental Services Contract
The event discussed the suggestions proposed by all three groups and
agreed that the above proposed issues be prioritised by the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee for inclusion in the O&S Work Programme
2019/2020.
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4

Recommendations

4.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee agrees its Work Programme
for 2019/2020 from the issues suggested by the recent Work
Programming event.

4.2

That membership of the three Scrutiny Panels and the Working Group is
set and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee appoints the Chairs of the
three Scrutiny Panels.

4.3

The Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee invites other nonExecutives, who are not a member of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, to join the membership of the Scrutiny Panels.

4.4

That the Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee communicates
details of the Work Programme 2019/2020 with all Councillors, and
Heads of Service.

4.5

That the Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme for 2019/2020 is
published on the Overview and Scrutiny page of the Council’s webpage.

Brief Author : Tracy Tiff, Scrutiny Officer, on behalf of Councillor Jamie Lane, Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
16 April 209
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